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CHAPTER I 
SELECTION CF THE PROBLEM 
1. Statement of the Problem 
Purpose.-- It is the purpose of this study to investigate a fairly 
representative sample of public secondary schools in the state of Mass-
achusetts concerning their club aoti vi ty in the field of mathemati os. 
Questions have been raised around three possible conditions which may 
or may not exist in each school: (1) the club program in general; 
(2) if you have a mathematics club; and (3) if' you do not have a math-
emati os club. 
Also included in the purpose of this investigation is an attempt 
to analyze and evaluate fairly the club situations as they currently 
exist, the attitudes and opinions of the schools' administrators and 
mathematics teachers, and their tentative plans and aspirations for 
the future concerning club work in the field of mathematics. 
2. Justification of the Problem 
Rise and growth of clubs ••• One of the noticeable and more import-
ant developments of modern secondary education has been the rapid 
rise and growth of clubs. About thirty-five years ago the leading 
secondary schools of this country had but a few out-moded literary 
societies to meet the educational, recreational, and social needs of 
their students. Thousands of smaller schools had no form of club 
activity at all. Today, however, modern secondary schools, large and 
small alike, have a number of live, functioning clubs to satisfy the 
varying needs and interests of their boys and girls and thereby provide 
a well-balanced educational program. 
Clubs in community life.-- That this is an age of clubs, in 
community life as well as in school life, has been noted and recorded 
by many of our educational authorities. Harry c. McKown pointed out: 
ttThis is an age of clubs. Consider for a moment the great 
number of clubs in any community -- commercial, professional, 
social, cultural, recreational, educational, religious,political, 
honor, racial, protective, service, and fraternal, and the large 
part of the qoromuni.ty which the total membership of these groups 
represents. All of these organizations are considered of value 
in enhancing the intellectual, social, financial, professional., 
religious, physical., and spiritual development of their members 
or they would not continue to exist. rn short, the adult club 
has become a device that not only educates but also automatically 
advances the interest represented." 1/ 
This important position of the club in comn.unity life was also 
emphasized by Meyer when he said: "This is an age of clubs, organization, 
and activity. In every phase of group life the organization, association, 
.. 27 
party or club stage is present • .,..._ Borgeson reiterated this same 
conclusion when he declared: "As never before are likeminded individuals 
of specialized ir..terest grouping themselves into clubs to further common 
ends. This is probably even more true among adults than among children 
3/ 
and adolescents.w-
!/Harry c. McKown, Extra-Curricular Activities, The Me.cmillan Company, 
rrew York, 1929, P• 16o. 
2/ Harold D. Meyer, A Handbook of Extra-Curricular Activities in the 
Fagh School, A· s. Barnes and Company, New York, 1926, P• 35. 
3/F. c. Borgeson, Group rnterest Activitie!, A. s. Barnes and Company, 
New York, 1931. P• 26. 
• 
2 
Clubs in school life.-- Yf clubs occupy such an important place in 
community life, then it is not surprising that they should hold an 
equally important position in school life. That they do is evidenced 
by the many educational authorities who have written about it. Thirty-
five years ago, Puffer, one of the pioneers in the field of clubs, 
recognized their importance in satisf:\ring that "gregarious instinct" of 
boys whi oh produces the 11 gang" when he wrote: 
"The problem of the school is to utilize, to the full, the 
great moving passions of boyhood-- its loyalty, its self-sacrifice, 
its desires for cooperation, its thoroughgoing gregariousness. We 
do that best, in school and home and everywhere, when we learn to 
think of each boy in his gang relations, and to utilize these 
natural groupings as the basis of our artificial assemblages, and 
our guide in forming them." 1/ 
The educational importance of school clubs is also well stated by 
McKown in these words: 
"The school club, while differing somew·hat from the adult 
club in aims, materials and method, can nevertheless occupy an 
equally important place in the lives of the students of the school. 
That the educational valuew of these organizations are being 
rapidly recognized is evidenced by their recent startling growth 
and by the fact that in many schools they have been included in the 
regular schedule."!:/ · 
Further argument for importance of school clubs comes from Borgeson 
when he says that: "Clubs and club activity come closer to representing 
spontaneous and deep-seated pupil interests than do any other aspects 
. 3/ 
of school life or curricule.r a.ctivity ••• .-
1/ J. A. Puffer, The Boy and His Gang, Houghton-lafflin Company, Chicago, 
l912 • p. 188 • 
y Harry C. McKown, op. cit., p. 160. 
y F. C. Borgeson, loc. oi t. 
1/ 
Another writer- cites the fact that there are now ss many as 848 
different kinds of high school and junior high school clubs in the 
United States to prove their variety and importance in the modern school. 
The list includes almost every kind of club imaginable: literary, language, 
scientific, commercial, church, scout, social, music, art, athletic, and 
2/ 
many others. Farris- also emphasizes the importance of clubs when he 
states that a club activity program is now indispensable in the modern 
high school. He justifies that statement by the fact that most high 
schools of the country under our compulsory education laws have all the 
children of all the people to educate. He concludes by saying that: 
"rt is a well-known fact that as the home does less for the child, the 
school must do more." 
Touring mathematics.-- To justify in parti oular the need, importance, 
and potential of a mathematics club in the school program, Samuel Jones 
refers to the clever analogy employed by Helen A. Merrill in her 
Mathematical Excursions: 
"(The first few years of mathematics) resemble the plan of a 
European tour -- so many days for London, so many days for Oxford, 
etc., quite the right sights to see~ but many tourists come home 
with no notion of the many delightful sights they failed to see for 
le.ck of time or lack of guidance." 3/ 
That is to say, these side trips from the main road are as interest-
ing or of more interest to many. There is so much to see in algebra and 
1/' Afton Smith, "The Call of the Gang", National Parent-Teacher, 
\December, 1938), 33:25-27. 
2/ L. P. Farris, "Training through Club Activities," Junior-Senior High 
School Clearing House, (March, 1931)~ 5:419~21. 
3/ Samuel r. Jones 7 Wathematics Clubs and Recreations, Samuel r. Jones 
Company, Nashville, l940, P• ix. 
4 
geometry that, though the traditional classroom presentation of mathe-
matios may succeed in maintaining a certain amount of interest, it is 
likely that sights of every greater import and pleasure r~ve been 
missed en route. The time and opportunities for exploring these by~ays 
can easily be afforded through a supplementary mathematics club. 
Jones finally expresses the hop3 that his book wi 11 serve as a 
useful handbook "to both tourists e.nd guide in ]J!athland who are seeld.ng 
to know and behold more of the truths, uses, values. and wonders of the 
boundless regions of mathematics whose heights and depts are fathom-
1/ 
less. n-
3. Scope of the Study 
This survey of mathematics club programs comprises a study of a 
25 per cent sampling of the secondary schools in Massachusetts. The 
total number of schools whose club programs were investigated was 110. 
They had a total average membership for the school year of 1954-55 of 
approximately 301. The survey found 534 different clubs, of w!">.ioh only 
seven were mathematics clubs, in those secondary schools of Massachusetts. 
A total of 534 forms the basis, therefore, for this study of the 
mathematics and other club work done in Massachusetts during the 
scholastic year of 1954•55. 
!/ Samuei I. Jones, op. cit •• P• x. 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY CF RELATED LITERATURE 
rf the mathematics club is to rank among the most valuable interest~ 
promoting instruments in the teaching of mathematics, then it is reasonable ' 
to assume that only the best mathematics club ldll promote and maintain 
the greatest i nterest. B.y a careful analysis and evaluation of those 
theories of club organization and olub work which have been based on 
study and practical experience, the writer attempts to arrive at a 
description of that mathematics club of the most ideal and effective 
nature. 
In reviewing past literature relevant to this stud;<{, it is well to 
conside r the findings and observations concerning all clubs in general 
along with those of mathematics clubs in particular, since much of this 
literature is definitely applicable to the underlying functions of any 
subject matter club. 
Let us consider the following phases of clubs in general, and apply 
them wherever possible to the mathematics club: (1) origin and purpose 
of club work; (2) mechanics of club organization; (3) suggested club 
activities; and (4) possible outcomes of club work. 
1. Origin and Purpose of Club Work 
Making mathematics more than a required subject.-· Far too prevalent 
among junior high and high school students is the unfortunate attitude 
II 
that mathematics always has been, is, and always will be, a dull, 
uninteresting, and difficult subject. Since at least one or two years 
o£ the subject is required in most secondary schools, the average 
student feels he must grin and bear (and mostly bear) it. 
Samuel Jones blames the mathematics teacher £or a large part o£ 
this lethargic, defeatist's attitude. The firm stand he takes against 
over-concentration on the subject matter itself goes as follows: 
11Vie have not succeeded in leading our pupils to see the life 
in mathematics and the mathematics in life. The zeal for teaching 
the subject matter has been so keen that teachers have failed to 
keep in mind the neoessi ty for arousing interest on the part of 
their students in that which is being taught ... 1/ 
2/ -
Jones- reminds us further that mathematics should mean more than 
just problem-solving, for this concept alone appears dry and monotonous 
to the average student, whose interests are so varied and motor energies 
so dynamic. Little progress can be made, however, without a mathematical 
atmosphere. And how can we create such an atmosphere? Make the child 
conscious of the presence of mathematics in all things about him; 
challenge his respect and appreoiation for the beauty, truth, and power 
of mathematics; make him an intelligent user of mathematics, thus 
increasing his efficiency in the subject; and finally, inspire him to 
go forth and awaken the casual public to some of the uses of mathematics. 
Jones further maintains that all of this development can only be realized 
in a school where progressive instructors are employed, and where a 
~/ Samuel I. Jones, Mathematics Clubs and Recreations, Saruel I. Jones 
Company, Nashville, 1940, P• 16. 
2/ ~~ P• 11. 
? 
well-organized, active, and well-equipped mathematics club exists. 
In several instances, mathematics teachers have been duly anxious 
about breaking down this gray barrier erected over the years between 
the mathematics student and his subject. Anxiety has srurred the 
teachers on to careful observation and investigation of student interests 
and natural tendencies. And no better medium for dissolving, in part II 
at least, this barrier has bean proposed and put into function than 
the mathematics club. 
Capitalizing on the gregarious ten dency.-- Have you ever stopped 
to wonder why every child anticipates the recess period, lunch hour, 
assemblies, and/or other group activities with suoh eagerness? Is it 
simply because he is relieved from class sessions and the rigor 
commonly associated, or are we apt to overlook the fact that the student 
regards almost any group activity as more pleasurable than working or 
recreating by himself. 
1/ 
Harry c. McKown- points out for our consideration that one of the 
strongest natural urges of the individual is gregariousness. In this 
term we should recognize the implication of more than just "pleasant 
association of kindred spirits". The individuals who are to be taught 
must be provided with opportunities for that group work and play that 
vr.i.ll have significant educational effect • 
Notice that McKown refers to gregariousness as a strong urge. This 
adjective implies that such an urge needs guidance and direction in 
order that it may be properly channelled into purposeful and valuable 
1/ Harry c. McKown, Extra-Curricular Activities, The Macmillan Company, 
~ew York, 1937, P• 161. 
(.) 
0 
areas of thought and activity. The well-qualified and efficient club 
sponsor who serves his function prudently can afford the child thi.s 
needed guidance all through the clUb's many activities. 
"Because of the rapidly changing conditions in industry and 
in our economic life we have been forced to give serious consideration 
to the worthy use of leisure." !:/ 
Through his observation, Jones recognizes the further need students 
have for rich, wholesome, extra-curricular activity which will prove 
satisfactory to their innate gregarious urge. If club work were made 
attractive enough, students could hardly resist their appeal, and 
would thereby abandon meaningless, and often harmful, after-school 
activities which are all too prevalent in our present day. 
Satisfying the brighter student.-- While the average student 
progresses at a moderate rate through the concepts and applications of 
mathematics, and the slower student gropes the same path with more 
dependence on teacher-supervision and guidance, what is happening to 
the brighter, more advanced student who is in constant search of new 
2/ 
and richer functions of mathematics? Gegenheimer- deemed it necessary 
to attempt the organization of a mathematics club as a stimulation for 
this brighter, more enthusiastic mathematics student. For here the 
gifted child can discover and participate in more advanced projects, 
discussions, recreations, and other fruitful applications of mathematics. 
It is the duty of those who consider themselves qualified to teach, to 
provide each student with as many opportunities as possible, through 
1/ Samuel I. Jones, op. cit., P• 47. 
2/ F. C. Gegenheimer, ltlV1athematios Clubs", School Sccienoe and Mathematics I 
Trecember, 1916), 16:791. 
·~-·· 
which his every aptitude ·and interest may be developed to its fullest 
capacity. Several writers frown on such emphasis on the brighter student 
lest the average and below-nverage student be denied due attention. 
However, the same men will agree that the mathematics club cannot help 
but offer added enrichment for the brighter studerrb, even though this 
should not be its chief purpose of origin or existence. 
Supplementing and complementing the curri c~.-- Among the various 
purposes of organizing a club program, one commonly given is that of 
supplementing book knowledge and class instruction with additional 
materials of greater interest to many perhaps. 
In :Iv'l:i. ss Blackburn's study of extra.curri cular a.cti viti es in an 
Illinois high school, she makes the following comment in this regard: 
"The regular curriculum performs a great mission in imparting 
knowledge, but the outside or extracurri culum program is its 
perfec·b complement, and it is in the club rooms of the schools of 
today that the battles of moral and political -- of the future are 
being fought and won. "1/ 
- 2/ 
Johnston and Fauce recommend departmental clubs- as an integral 
part of a school's extracurricular program. Tm clubs constituting this 
group are those whose primary purpose is to supplement or extend the 
work of specific courses in the regular curriculum, or those which are 
so organized as to include only activities which are related in a 
defi11..i te way to these speci fie courses. I:epartmental clubs serve to 
motivate class activity and provide opportunity to develop more fully 
those interests originating in the classroom. 
1/ Lura Blackburn, et al, Our High School Clubs, The M9.cmillan Company, 
~ew York, 1928, P• 10. 
2/Edgar G. Johnston and Roland c. Fauce, Student Activities in Secondary 
Schools, The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1952, pp. 120-122. 
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Promoting rn.athema.ti cal appreciations and attitudes.-- For many 
mathematics teachers a major problem has been arriving at an effective 
method for promoting and developing those appreciations and ideals that 
can and should be derived from mathematics. 
1/ 
Smith and Reeve- contend that the mathematics club is one of the most 
powerful instruments for binding kindred spirits through the appreciations 
of the beauties and significances of roathamatics evolving from tre club's 
activities. 
2/ 
Among the purposes- which Jones lists for organizing a mathematics 
club, thG following are summarized by the author of this study as 
referring to the attitudes to be acquired: (1) to illuminate the by-paths 
of mathematics; (2) to develop appreciation for truth and beauty in 
mathematics and our dependence upon it in practical life; and (3) to 
inspire the club members - future teachers - with the nobler phases of 
the subject, ena~fing them, in turn, to inspire the coming generation. 
In a report- submitted to the International Congress of Mathematics 
in 1950, William Betz maintains that all students should be forced to 
realize the real need of mathematics in the home and in many vocations 
and professions; its relation to industrial and oonrrnercial enterprises; 
and its vital,various functions in their duties as citizens. In general, 
every student should recognize in what ways :roathemati cal modes of thinking, 
attitudes, and appreciations permeate modern civilization. 
1/ David Smith and William Reeve, The Teaching of Junior High School 
Mathematics, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1927, P• 369. 
2/ Samuel r. Jones, op. cit., P• 3. 
3/ Vdllia.m Betz, "Mathematics for tm Millions, or For the Few?", 
~thematios Teacher, (January, 1951), 44:20. 
1/ 
According to Roemer; a club accomplishes its whole purpose only 
insofar as it develops the proper moral, social, and spiritual attitudes 
and appreciations in the child. This chief undertaking is realized by 
guiding the student into and through those activities espeoi ally designed 
to achieve these ends. 
Some of the earliest mathematics clubs.-- A brief history as 
recorded by Jones- reveals that one of the first, if not the first, 
mathematics clubs in our country was that formulated at Shattuck School 
in Faribault, Minnesota, in 1903. This institution was a small private 
school for boys, and perhaps more conducive to club organization than 
the ordinary public school because of its exclusiveness. Their club 
meetings were held every two weeks in the evening, and the program 
consisted principally of a series of reports given alternately by the 
club members. The subject matter was so chosen as to further illuminate 
the more interesting by-paths of mathematical topics then being studied 
in class. The club was originally founded for the purpose of setting 
3/ 
the students to thinking and stimulating their imagination. Newhall-
describes in detail the techniques of organization, purposes, and 
outcomes of the Shattuck School Mathematics Club, for those who would 
like to investigate this matter further. 
A few years later, the mathematics classes of the Horace Mann 
School realized the worth of outside activity in mathematics and deoi.ded I 
I 
1/ Joseph Roemer, "My I·deal Club", Junior-senior High School Clearing 
House, (March, 1931), 5:385. 
2/ Samuel T. Jones, op. oit., P• 4. 
3/ Charles w. Newhall, "A Secondary-school Mathematics Club", School 
Science and Mathematics, (June, 1911), 11:500-503. 
to use the period#for.merly set aside for recitation exclusively, as their 
mathematics club meeting time. 
Marie Gugle, in 1913# organized the "Euclidean Club" at Scott High, 
Toledo# Ohio# for those boys of grades 10 through 12 whose ratings in 
mathematics were good or excellent. The idea of the club was enthusias-
ticly. . ;t'~'!H3eived as a result of a series of infor.mal talks given by sone 
of the mathematics teachers on the ;"ealth of interesting material that 
can be discovered through extracurricular activities# e.g. biographical 
readings of great mathematicians and their contributions, mathematical 
games# tricks and fallacies# and scientific accounts of inventions 
related to mathematics. 
Since the turn of the century, countless mathematics clubs have 
sprung up in schools across the country. Their reasons for organization 
are too numerous and varied to list here, but a few have been presented 
to give an idea of the decided value of the mathematics club which can, 
in so many ways, 'complement the curriculum of ~secondary school. 
2. Mechanics of Club Organization 
·who should suggest ·bm organization of the club?-• Every author, 
1/ ' 
almost without exception, agrees with Johnston and Fauoe- that the club 
should be permitted birth and gr~Nth only out of student suggestion, 
interest, and enthusiasm. The administration and f aculty must, of course, 
approve of the club program, and will : .approve once they are sufficiently 
informed of the club plans, objectives, and probable outcomes, and are 
convinced that educational values which are to be afforded can hardly 
11 Johnston and Fauce, op. cit., P• 127. 
be discouraged. However, chances are that most attempts to organize a 
sucoes sful club wi 11 prove vain from the start if any person other than 
the student proposes the idea originally. Since the degree of enthusiasm 
on the part of the members determines the very attitude of the club, how 
effectively can the club f'uncti on when its chief participants are the 
last to realize the educational and recreational opportunities available 
within? 
¥fith regard to the successfulness of club organization, Charles Allen 
voices the typical opinion of many school administrators when he declares: 
"The more the pupils plan and do by themselves under faculty guidance, 
1/ 
the more successful will be the results.w-
Selection of a club sponsor.-- !t has long been the popular opinion 
of those who have studied the features of successful club organization, 
that one of the most important factors in the effective organizing of the 
2/ 
club is the careful choice of a leader or sponsor. Blackburn- gives 
much attention to the desirable sponsor's qualities, as it is the sponsor 
who determines the course of the club and its dignity. The sponsor's 
function is much more than a social one. Tf he is to be a perfect advisor 
the sponsor must be a friend to the members, and a guiding hand responsible 
to a large extent for keeping the meetings interesting and within the 
ideals set for the organization. 
3/ 
Further qualities of a good sponsor, as innumerated by Blackburn,-
include good judgment, a wide knowledge of the particular club work or 
1/ Charles F. Allen, "Initiating a School Club Program", Junior-senior 
Iagh School Clearing House, (March, 1931), 5:390. 
y Lura Blackburn, op. cit., P• 12. 
y ~., P• 13. 
. .: .... 
~il: 
subject matter~ personal interest in the club members and program~ open-
mindedness to any suggestions and ideas, and the ability to get along 
with young people. At the pri oe of being popular, the sponsor should 
not forfeit the respect due him. Cooperation between advisor and members 
1/ 
is essential for harmonious club life. Blackburn- has discovered that 
pupils are especially rampant on the subject that advisors leave. their 
"hands off" for the most part 1 and let the members assllm!t most of the 
respnnsibility themselves. Tl'e members' interest and cooperation can 
hardly be expected to persist while tyrannical supervision prevails. 
2/ 
Newhall- suggests that tm mathematics class instructor be' the 
leader and chairman of the club, but more generally agreed is Blackburn's 
3/ 
recommendation- that the faculty advisor or sponsor be appointed by the 
principal after due consideration is given to the qualifications of 
possible sponsor candidates. 
In his analysis of the ideal leader of any discussion group~ Elliott 
draw·s the following conclusion: 
"A person who shows himself to have glowing interest in the 
group and who tends to call out the best in other people~ stimulates 
di:soussion and gives warmth~ earnestness~ and genuineness to it."4/ 
Club name~ officers~ and committees.-- It is seldom disputed that the 
club should have a name, either voted upon by the members, or decided 
upon by the administration and decreed in the club's charter. 
1/ Lura Blackburn, op. cit., P• 14. 
2/ Charles Newhall, op. cit.~ P• 500. 
3/ Blackburn, op. cit., P• 17. 
Smi. th and 
4/Harrison Elliott, The Process of Group Thinkin~~ Association Press, 
New York, 1928, p. 83. 
( · 
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1/ 
Reeve- point out that inventive names such as "Neo-Pythagoreans", "The 
Magic Squares", "The Mystic Hexagon", "The Pascal Triangle 111 , or "The 
Cartesian OVal", often add a touch of humor to the routine of formal 
organization. Names such as these are more apt to promote school-wide 
interest in the club than the usual formidable ones as "The Mathematics 
2/ 
Society" or, most common, "The ~thematics Club". :Meyer- offers a reminder 
that in selecting a club name, the purpose and function of the club 
should not be lost sight of. That is, be sure the name is closely related 
to the type of work and interests of the club, and after it has been 
decided upon, make the name count for something. There have been 
instances where a club symbol accompanying its name has proven effective. 
Early in the club program, the members will find it expedient to 
elect club officers, which generally i nclude a president, vice-president, 
secre·bary and treasurer. In some oases, depending on the size and activity 
of the club, one person may carry a. two-fold off'i.oe such as secretary-
treasurer, if neither position warrants a separate student to handle it 
3/ 
satisfactorily. McKown- offers many valuable features to be considered 
in electing these offi.oers. In the first plaoe, members should be 
allowed about two meetings to make a survey of the available officer 
material. A serious talk given by the sponsor on the importance of the 
election and the responsibility involved on the part of the elected and 
the electors is a great help during this consideration period. The club 
officers chosen may be given titles appropriate to their respective duties 
1/ Smith and Reeve , op. oi t • , p. 3 70. 
2/ Harold D. Meyer, A Handbook of Extra-Curricular Activities in the High 
School, A. S. Barnes and Company, New York, 1926, P• 52. 
3/Harry McKcmn, op. cit., pp.l82-184. 
and reflecting the activities of the club. Official positions are usually 
held for the duration of membership term. A semester or one year is 
advisable in order that others may be given an opportunity for leadership 
experience. In the club life of Nevrtown High, the development of 
initiative and leadership on the part of the officers is stressed, 
1/ 
according to Illlingham.- Hence, the value of affording all members the 
opportunity of holding office if they can so prove themselves worthy with 
time and experience. McKown places emphasis on the importance of 
assembling the club offi cars and making clear their duties, outcomes to 
be worked for, and general responsibilities. 
"One general meeting of all the off'i cars may be enough to 
instill proper ideals, and then sectional meetings, one for presiding 
officers, one for secretaries, and one for treasurers, may be 
provided for specialized instruction. "2/ 
l~th regard to the number and functions of oomndttees, McKown offers 
probably the most well-thought-out advice of all the authors reviewed. 
For he maintains that a few standing committees are necessary and 
desirable in most instances, rather than many needless ones which are 
enthusiastically formulated, work efficiently for a while, then gradually 
disintegrate as their purpose becomes more vague and uncertain. 
"The policy regarding committees should be similar to the 
poli oy concerning off'i cera -- the job first and then the appointment 
of the oommi. ttees to do i t."3/ 
He stresses the importance of a Program Committee, for ex~ple, in 
the following advisory remarks: 
1/ J. D. ll.llingham, et al, "Club Life at Newtown High School", Junior-
Senior High School Clearing House _ (January, 1930), 5:314. 
2/ Harry McKown, op. cit., P• 184. 
3/ Ibid., P• 184. 
"Its vtork is most important for these meetings represent the 
very life of the club, and it should be instrumental in helping to 
prevent club failures ••• rt is logical that individual interests 
and abilities should be capitalized for the more formal parts of 
the program ••• .Another duty of the oorrmittee is to encourage the 
more backvtard members to pe.rti cipate. ".!/ 
membership requirements in club organizations are rather varied. For 
instance, in theearliest mathematics club at the Shattuck School of 
:Wd.nnesota, the club was made up exclusively of those seniors vTho were 
2/ 
taking college preparatory mathematics.-
Vfhereas, the mathematics club to which Gegenheimer refers, was first I 
opened to only those juniors taking mathematics, but we.s later opened to II 
seniors "IN'ho had taken Junior Mathematics. NJBmbership was not even 
3/ 
considered for those who had but one semester of plane geometry.-
Then there is Harold Meyer's contention the~ the popular trend is 
not to confine membership to a certain grade level. Any club should 
be open to each and all of those students who are genuinely interested 
enough . to \'\!'ant to join, ,ni thin reason of course. rn some fields, 
4/ 
however, Nteyer believes that sex discrimination may be advisable.-
Concerning the financial support of clubs, Babson has contributed 
a great deal in the way of practical hints for those confronted with 
the problem. His theory that club work should be financed through a 
single central budget has been Slli~ed up as follows: 
1/ Harry c. McKown, op.ai..t., P• 184. 
!/Charles w. Newhall, op. cit., p. 500. 
2_/ F. C. Gegenheimer, op. cit., pa 791. 
4/ Harold D. ~yer, op. cit., P• 48. 
"Real gain lies in the social psychology which takes tm 
emphasis from my and places it on our, which makes finance a unified 
program, and wmch gives each grou"P""£i share, according to the use 
the group is to make of it, in the combined earnings of the whole 
school. *1/ 
To many this theory which has already been put into successful 
operation in the Eagle Rock High School of Los Angeles, California, may 
appear radically new and challenging. Perhaps the tre.di tional custom of 
placing a standard assessment on each member of a club at the beginning 
of each year is stale and often discouraging to a potential new member. 
Quite often the treasury accumulated from annual dues proves insufficient, 
and so periodically, additional contributions are asked of the members. 
Such a practice may result in a gradual loss of membership and eventually, 
club failure. N~ny of us may well profit by~~. Babson's experience, 
therefore. 
3. Suggested Club Activities 
The Hyde Park, Wendell Phillips, and Bowen High Schools' activity 
programs.-• Back in 1914, Chicago, Illinois, set the scene for the origin 
and development of three mathematics clubs whose activities are 
2/ 
particularly familiar to Beulah Shoesmith.- ln her discussion of 
secondary school mathematics clubs, Miss Shoesmith describes the club 
program of Hyde Park F..igh School as typical of those programs at the 
Wendell Phillips and Bowen High Schools in the same city. 
Since the idea of periodic after-school discussion sessions in 
mathematics came about at the students' own special requests, what later 
1/ H. C. Babson, "The Financial Support of Clubs", Junior-S~~ or High 
~earing House (March, 1931), 5:412. 
2/ Beulah Shoesmith, "~~thematics Clubs in the Secondary School", Sohool 
Science and NJathema.tics.., ~{U!a.r,oh, 1916), 16:108-112. 
I 
I 
I 
evolved into an official mathematics club included little more than oral 
reports, lectures, and discussions as its starting activities. Some of 
the early topics were concerned with famous problems in geometry, such 
as the nine-point circle and the Pythagorean theorem. Two of the more 
successful meetings featured open debate of mathemati. cal fallacies. 
"That a part of a line is equal to the whole line• stirred up much 
excitement and certain construction problems were very popular as well. 
When the programwas of a generally serious nature, some mathematical 
tricks, games~ and magic squares were introduced to lend a lighter tone 
to the meeting. 
Students looked forward to the annual initiation meeting, wherein 
the teacher or sponsor quizzed the initiated with problems involving 
the four fundamental operations, to be solved by the duo-decimal or 
other number systems. Such an initiation was received enthusiastically 
as it provided wholesome enjoyment and fm1 for the old and new members 
1/ 
alike. (McKown- inserts that while any club's initiation remains a 
short, formal and dignified type of induction service, which will make 
the newcomer happy over the membership, it is worth while. But as soon 
as humiliation, embare.ssment, and/or "secret work" are infli oted on tbe 
initiated, the club destroys its very purpose of existence.) 
Wbile the social side of the clubs' activities is not emphasized 
in the Chicago High Schools, a small parby is held at the beginning of 
each semester. Students devise charades, games, and contests for 
entertainment at these social functions, and occasionally arrange art 
1/ Harry c. McKown, op. cit., P• 177. 
exhibits for their own and other clubs' members to view. For such 
1/ 
mathematics club socials Miss Person- suggests that members might find 
extra pleasure in making place mats of geometrical designs, place cards 
out in geometrical shapes, and in devi si ng mathema.ti cal puzzles as part 
of' the entertainment. 
Club activities at Leonia High School.-- The mathematics club of' 
Leonia High School, New Jersey, has expanded its program considerably 
2/ 
from the time of' its birth in 1923. Mary Hatton- reports that along with 
the aforementioned contests, g~es, reports, and discussions~ Leonia 
High School's mathematics club activities include slide-rule projects 
and field work done with transits when the weather permits it • Some of' 
the boys~ as a result, were inspired to construct some early surveying 
instruments and mathematical tools. 
At the end of each school year the club conducts a "Mathematics 
Week" to which the whole school is invited to participate in the 
celebration. During this time, club notebooks are displayed, projects 
and geometric designs are exhibited, and the treat of the week - a mook 
trial of' "A vs. B" -is put on before the student body at a school assembly. 
The club members have particularly enjoyed the various outside 
lecturers. Professor Yalden of' the American Astronomical Society, who 
explained in detail the causes and estimated frequency of an eclipse, 
was a favorite speaker. 
A film project for whioh the boys ran machines and the girls sold 
!/'Ruth Person, "Junior-High School Wathematics Club", Mathematics Teacher, 
TMay, 1941), 34:229. 
2/ Mary c. Hatton, "A Mathematics Club", Mathew~tios Teacher (January,l927), 
~0:40-44. 
tickets had as its goal the acquisition of sufficient funds for renting 
films to be shown at mathematics club meetings in future months. The 
project consisted of putting on a film of widespread interest for the 
whole school and charging admission. A net profit of $50.00 proved the 
project to be a successful one. 
other resources for suggestions of club activities.-- 1~thin the 
suggested activities listed in the questionnaire used in this study, there 
are many and varied kinds of contests, games , puzzles, fallacies and the 
like implied. For more particular information on these activities, the 
writer suggests the following references . These are but a few of the 
helpful resources now available: 
1. Bakst, Aaron, "wathematical Recreations," Mathematics Tencher 
(October, 1950), 43:416 ... 417. 
2. Ball, Walter, Mathematical Recreations and Essays, The :Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1947. 
3. Bowman, LeRoy, How to Lead a Iisoussion, The Woman's Press, New York, 
1934. 
4. Brandes, Louis G., •Mathematics Can Be Fun: Tricks, Puzzles, Wrinkles 
Raise Grades," Clearing House (October, 1950), 25:75-79. 
5. Br~~des, Louis G., "Recreational Mathematics 1~terials in the 
Classroom," California Journal of Secondary Education (January, 
1953), 28:51-55. 
6. He.wthorne, F. S., "Making An Abacus," School Science and MatheiP.atics, 
(March, 1951) 1 51:227-228. 
7. Janecke, J., 11Some Practical Ideas on Making Cross Number Puzzles for 
Junior-High School Students," IV'athematics Teacher (January, 1951), 
44;33-34. 
8. Jones, Samuel I., Mathematical Nuts for Lovers of :Mathems.tios. Samuel 
I. Jones Company, Nashville, 1932. 
9. Jones, Samuel I., Mathematical Wrinkles; A Handbook for Teachers and 
Private Learners, Samuel T. Jones Company, 'Nashville, 1930. 
10. Mason~ HazelL., "Hang the Tree with Polyhedra,a Texa.s Outlook 
(October, 1951), 35:15. 
11. Sanford, Vera; "counters: Computi ng If You Can Count to Five,• 
1~thematics Teacher (November~ 1950), 43:368-370. 
12. , "Tri section Ievi ce," Mathemati os Teacher (Janua ry, 1951), 
44:34. 
13. Yen, Yi-yun, "Chinese Abacus," ~~thematics Teacher (December, 1950), 
43:402-404. 
Other pertinent references which have already been mentioned in this 
chapter may prove equally as valuable as some of those listed above. 
4. Possible Outcomes of Club Work 
The re is ha rdly a more reliable authority to whom we can refer for 
the possible outcomes of club work than that man or woman who has actually 
served an integral part in organizing, conducting and/or closely examining 
the functions of a well-fashioned club. Several teachers, serving just 
such a role, have contributed much resourceful material for other school 
a dmi ni strators and teachers, interested i n club vrork, to abe orb ~ apprai. se. 
Some of the outcomes offered are based on actual experience in club work, 
while others have been estimated as probable, or at least possible theoret-
ica lly. 
OUt comes observed by Beulah Shoesmith.-- \~en Miss Beulah Shoesmith 
described the Hyde Park High School Mathematics Club with regard to its 
origin~ program, organization and so forth, she confessed that it was 
sti 11 at just the experimental stage. For the club had only been actively 
functioni ng for two years • . She felt justified, however, i n voicing the 
overall impression that the faculty an d administration had derived after 
observing the undeniable outcomes that already were in evidence. 
"·•• there's a general agreement that the experiment has been a 
successful one, resulting in arousing interest in mathem.a.ti cal 
literature, developing imagination along mathematical lines, culti-
vating and encouraging development of the power of initiative and 
original work, and creatin$ interes in all lines of mathematical work 
throughout the school."!( 
From a more concrete, visible aspect, some of the actual results 
achieved through the mathematics club n.t the Hyde Park High School include 
the awarding of all the full scholarships offered in a certain year by 
the University of Chicago. For four years, these full scholarships a long 
>rlth other partial scholarships and honorable menti ons, were won by 
11Pythagoreans" (the name adopted by tre mathematics club members) exclusive-
ly. The members are also reputed to be unusually successful in school 
work and rank high on College Board examinations. 
OUtcomes observed byFarrls.--In discussing the training derived 
2/ 
through club activities, Mr. Farris- reminds us that pupils look to the 
school for pleasant extracurricular activities along with the traditional 
in-school subject-~~tter sessions. Through these out-of-class activities 
the students can't help but develop initiative, the ability to discuss, 
agree, and disagree democratically with their companions, and a cooperative 
spirit in executing the club program as a whole and in part. 
To his list of possible outcomes, Farris adds the probably development 
of ethical character and ability to use leisure wisely, not to mention the 
social and vocational values which the club could and should effectively 
promote. He a lso professes that club aoti vi ty can be highly instrumental 
in producing youths who are trained for loyal participation in the affairs 
1/ Beulah Shoesmi.th, op. cit., P• 113. 
2/ L. p. Farris, "Training Through Club Activities," Junior-Senior High 
Clearing House (March. 1931), 5:419-420. 
' 
of everyday life. Voluntary club work satisfies the group instinct -- a 
compelling impulse in adolescents, according to Farris. At the same tin-e, 
individual development is hastened in a permanent way, especially when the 
club's activities are purely elective, that is, when they are based solely 
on pupi 1 interest. 
Outcomes observed by Newhall.-• Since the time devoted to club work 
must be kept within reasonable limits, so as not to distract the students • 
1/ 
efforts and enthusiasm from class work, Newhall- ll'.aintains ths.t none of the 
investigations carried on by club:rrembers vdll be very profound or contrib-
ute a great deal to the tota.l sum of mathematical knowledge. At least, 
though, mathematics as a. subject will not seem as dry and difficult as it 
had before, and the students will perhaps ba i ncited to do some voluntary 
thinking and problem-solving they had never done before. 
Outcomes observed by Lura Blackburn.-- Some of the pupils own comments 
are probably most indicative of the valuable outcomes that ca.n be expected 
from club activity. Miss Blackburn quotes some of the students of the 
Oak Park and River Forest Township High School, Onk Park, Illinois, in this 
_2/ 
regard& ••clubs are one of the finest branches of school work........ And 
further, "Clubs might be considered an extra course in parliamentary law, 
3/ 
speech, sociability, and responsibility.n-
4/ 
liti.ss Blackburn- further contends the functions of club \V"ork ms.ke for 
better teacher-pupil contact and there is a better general spirit about the 
!/Charles Newhall, op. cit., P• 503. 
?:./Lura Blackburn, op. cit., P• 5. 
_vi~., P• 5. 
4/ ~ ... PP• 6-9. 
school nd a finer qua lity of work done in the classroom. Among the 
outstanding products of a club program are the educational and high moral 
values derived. In tre departmental clubs the student learns be co. use he 
wants to learn, not because the teacher requires certain things of him. 
The poor student gains more through voluntary club work than compulsory 
classroom labor. The subject matter is presented in a novel and i nterest-
ing manner and the dry rn.a.tt;er is ignored. 
Besides imparting knowledge and stimulating interest, clubs also 
educate the individual in the art of doing things. Various projects may 
brin g out peculiar abilities and help develop perhaps some unknown 
potentialities ;vh:ich the students possess. The club member is an 
i n dividual and recognized as such. Almost everyone can do some certain 
thing that someone else cannot do. Tn the wisely organized club, each 
member finds out what this thing is for him. 
Of no 1i ttle importance is the attitude of increased self-respect 
and self-reliance ~vhich is a decided outcome of club work. 
To sum up the provisions which the club program affords its members, 
:Miss Blackburn wittily phrases her observations and conclusions in brief 
a s follows: '(A club program) provides the three 1f'f 1 s, 11flim, Wigor, and 
1/ 
Witality,' to offset the three R's.w-
Outcomes observed~ Johnston and Fauce.-- Probably the spontaneity 
of student activity at its best is found in the well-organized club, as 
observed by Johnston and Fauce: "The program of such a group provides 
for a wide variety of satisfying experiences, s.nd its conduct presents 
2/ 
many opportunities for pupil initiative and resourcefulness.~ 
1/ Lura Blackburn, op. cit., P• 11. !:./Johnston and Fauca, op. cit.,p.lll. 
Valuable to the alert teacher is the possibility that many club 
activities ~y present important contributions for rraking regular classes 
more stimulating. As a result, there may one day be no need for clubs, I 
as already more and more schools are incorporating club activities into I 
th~ classrooms. This prediction is also upheld by McKown in his School 
Clubs. 
OUtcomes observed by Thbyer.-- Along with many of the possible products 
and outcome s already mentioned thus far in this study, Allen Meyer lauds 
vigorously the club's capacity for presenting and illuminating the untapped 
wealth of interesting areas related to the course from which the club 
ha.s sprung a "Clubs furnish t~.n ideal means of exploring nevt fields and 
1/ 
a. oqui ring ne.,;.r hobbies. Ynterests are contagious\"-
Outcomes observed by Ylright .... .;. As principal of the Junior-senior 
High School of Atchison, Kansas, in 1933, Mr. C. o. ~lriglrt circulated a 
questionnaire concerning the values, if any, derived from the individual 
clubs in that school, among 130 seniors who had six years of club 
experience to their credit. The summarized results of the students' 
2/ 
opi~ons have been published by Mr. Wright as follows:-
"Educational Guidance ••• as helpful as classes; give mora 
opportunity for choosing subjects than do classes. 
Vocational Guidance ••• Clubs are for the most part educational. 
They help one develop hobbies and select an occupation or profession. ' 
Use of Lasure ••• offer chance for relaxation, pleasant 
occupation, and excellent compsa.nionship." 
Mr. 1:'lright agrees with most of the authors already quoted that clubs 
develop leadership and cooperation~ provide beneficial associations~ and 
17Harold Meyer , op. cit., p. 35. 
2/ c. o. Wright, "student Attitude on School Clubs," Junior-Senior High · 
School Clearing House (September~ 1934)~ 9:46-47. 
--
he also adds that clubs are indispensable for the good they do in creating 
a more wholesome social life in school. Furthermore~ students would be 
sure to stay out of school more often and gradually lose all interest in 
school work if clubs 'vere eliminated. So convinced is Mr . Wright of the 
worth of n club progr~ that he concludes with the following admonition: 
"students favor clubs. Before we eliminate them a s an economy 
measure, would it not be wise to look about to see if there may not 
be some dead timber in our curriculum that should go first?ttl/ 
A backward glance and a forward resolve.-... :Now that we have had a 
glan ce at several well-founded opinion s and evaluative reports on the 
origin and purpos~, mechanics of organization, and possible outcomes of 
club work, vre can begin to adapt them to the makeup of a truly functional 
mathematics club program. With such a start to the ftmd of club informa-
tion which can be accumulated with time and experience, there is no 
excuse for the ambitious school administrator or faculty member's not 
feeling adequately equipped to at least draw up a workable plan for a 
mathematics club. A clear knmvledge of the basic fundamentals of everyday 
mathemt1.tics is every citizen's right and duty to acquire. Why not see to 
it that his learning experience is a challenging, enjoyable and profitable 
one. 
1/ C. o. Wright, op. cit., P• 47. 
.,-
CHAPTER ITT 
RESEARCH PROCE IlJRES 
1. Techniques of Procedure 
Building a w·orking bibliography.-- :tn order to acquire a reasonably 
thorough knowledge of the literature currently available on mathematics 
clubs~ the foundation for a working bibiiography on the subject was first 
established. The most recent edition of the Reader's Guide to Periodical 
Literature was among the earliest sources consulted. From the relevant 
periodical references listed therein, further research sources were 
obtained. As many theses~ studies and reference books as were available, 
pertinent to the immediate area being surveyed, were then gatm red from 
several library card catalogues. Each of the references collected and 
scanned were listed and annotated· individually on 3~ X 5" index cards and 
catalogued in a system which would afford optinrwn usability for the writer. 
Surveying related literature.-- As each reference was read, notes 
were taken of the more important elements to be later presented~ discussedl 
analyzed and compared in .Chapter II of this study. An especially careful 
survey was made of sample club programs funot.i oning in the turn of the 
twentieth century right up to those of the present day. rt would seem, 
after all, that actual and ~tential club sponsors may well be concerned 
with the problems and pleasantries of club organization as it has happened 
and does happen in real praoti ce. Who can be certain that an ideal theory 
will work successfully in a less than ideal school situation, however 
ambitious and enthuaiastic,club-wise, a sponsor may be? 
It seems fitting to insert here that the w·riter has made a survey of 
club programs in general as well as mathematics clubs in particular, in 
the eventthat general club theories and practices may shed a more inclusive 
and helpful light on the study. 
Those direct quotations which would be especially meaningful, 
illustrative, and informative to the reader were noted carefully and 
employed wherever the wri tar deemed it important. In some instances, 
quotations were employed to summarize and/or emphasize major points of 
interest. 
Bui.lding the questionnaire.-- The questionairre was selected as the 
survey inst:ruJMftt in order that information could be obtained directly 
from currently-appointed principals and mathematics teachers and club 
sponsors of the public secondary schools throughout the state. The 
questionnaire used by Philip M. Hallovrell in his Survey of Club Programs 
1/ 
in the Junior High Schools of Massachusetts- served as a skeleton guide 
to the one drawn up and employed in this study. It was the writer's 
intention to design the instrument so as to gain a clear, comprehensive 
view of the schools' (1) general club program, if any; (2) mathematics 
club, if any; and (3) the reasons for dropping (or hesitating to initiate, 
as the case maybe) a mathematics club. The individual questions were so 
prepared as to require minimum effort on the part of the administrator 
in an~ering, and yet provide sufficient opportunity for a most accurate 
opinion. 
1/ Philip M. Hallowell, A Surve~of too Club Programs in the Junior High 
Schools of Massachusetts, Unpub~shed Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1§48. 
,... 0 J . 
u 
Selecting ~ sample.-- From the 441 public secondary schools in the 
state o£ Mass~chusetts~ a 25 per cent sample of this total was actually 
surveyed. This sample was selected with the following two factors as 
determiners: geographical location and school enrollment. 
The state was first marked off into four geogr~phio~l territories 
as illustrated in Figure 1. The far-western section of the state will be 
referred to henceforth in this study as Group I; the central section as 
Group II; the northeastern section as Group rii; ~d the southeastern 
section as Group rv. 
GROUP I 
• Springfield 
GROUP II 
• Worcester 
Gloucester 
Cetpe 
Cod 
.CJ ~antucket 
Figure 1.. Groups I, II, III ~nd IV, Arbitrarily tetermined by 
Geographical Location i n the State of 1•ssaohusetts 
£or Purposes of Strata-S~mpling 
After each o£ the 441 secondary schools was listed under its proper 
group heading by geographical location, the schools within each group were 
arranged in order of magnitude ~coording to total enrollment. Then, every 
£ourth school within each group was selected to be surveyed. 
I 
I 
The proportion of sohoo1s wi. thin each of the four geographical groups 
and proportional school enrollments within these groups may be examined 
in Table 1. 
Table 1. Relationship Between Number of Schools and School Enroll~ents 
within Geographically Ihfined Groups of' Strata-Sampling 
Geogrnph- Number of' Schools with Population of Total Num- Total Num-
ioal Lo- ber of' ber of' 
cation Under 250 to 500 to 750 to 1000 to Schools in Schools in 
250 500 750 1000 u~op Sample Mas se.chu-
setts 
~lJ J2_) J3) {4) J5J _(_6)_ ~co _(8) 
Group I •• 4 4 2 2 4 16 64 
Group TI •• 6 7 2 1 1 17 68 
Group II"I. 10 9 12 8 9 48 193 
Group IV •• 8 6 9 2 4 29 116 
Total in 
I Sample ••• 28 26 25 13 18 110 --
Total in 
M'.a ssachuset iS 113 104 100 52 72 441 441 
Though the geographical boundaries were chosen arbitrarily~ it would 
be reasonable to assume that the group (Group nr) which includes the 
Metropolitan Boston and North Shore areas should contain, in all probabil-
' ity, a decidedly larger portion of' the schools surveyed, as indicated in 
the above table. And so on for the remaining three groups, from common 
knowledge of the probe.ble population density of' the respective area.s, II 
other such presumptions may be observed as valid. 
Tabulating the results of' the questionnaire.-- The opening section 
of Chs.pter TV provides more detailed information concerning the number 
'::· 2'. ~· 
,, 
and nature of actual returns. But here we shall consider only the method 
by which the results of each questionnaire were tabulated as individual 
replies were received. A series of 50-column columnar sheets were prepared, 
listing schools according to groups and alphabetically within groups in the 
far left-hand column so that returns could be recorded with greater 
efficiency. In the remaining 49 columns, the answers to each question, 
with the exception of question 47, were recorded in order of appearance on 
the questionnaire. Reports from those schools which do have a mathematics 
• 
club were treated separately with respect to question 47 for practical 
reasons. Spaces were provided for final totals, percentages, and any 
additional comments to be noted in the final analysis of the recorded data. 
Summary and evaluation of the results of the questionnaire.-- Once the 
reported data were completely tabulated, the three major sections of the 
questionnaire were treated separately. First, the necessary tables were 
set up to illustrate tre more significant observations in the most concise 
way possible. The writer then commented on those facts which were 
particularly indi oa.ti ve of current trends in secondary school club work 
in the state of Massachusetts. 
An attempb was then made in Chapter V to summarize accurntely and 
honestly the oonolusi ve results of the questionnaire reports examined. 
The major aapects of olub origins, purposes, mechanics of organization, 
activities, and possible values derived were reviewed in brief once again. 
This time, however, these phases were considered in tl:e light; of actual 
present-day administrators' and mathematics teachers' opinions. The 
various theories and ideas presented in Chapter Tr have been applied and 
compared to actual practice as reported in Chapter rv. 
Recommendations for further investigation and analysis of the subject 
treated here have been finilly offered, as suggested by additional comments 
made by several of those parties questioned, the readings available on 
mathemati os clubs and their not-yet-realized advante.geous possibilities~ 
and any new ideas \Vhi ch occurred to the wri·ter as the study proceeded. 
Tn the event that, as the study transpired, its purpose, as originally 
defined, should be gradually altered for reasons not considerea or 
unforeseen earlier by the writer, Chapter I was written up in the final 
step of procedure. Its scope and justification remained unchanged, to be 
sure, but the sources of data were dependent to a considerable degree on 
that purpose finally delineated. 
2. Limitations of the study 
No check on student opinion.•• The entire questionnaire was directed 
to the school principal and mathematics club sponsor, with no attempt of 
a check on the students' opinions. r·n some oases, questions were asked 
concerning student enthusiasm, interest and the like, which were to be 
estimated and answered by the principal or club sponsor. Tt is the 
writer's feeling that perhaps such questions hold only a fair amount of 
weight in va.lue, as it is only natural that the pride of the administration 
might effect a more positive reply if there was any doubt at all as to 
actual student feeling. 
Sponsor's opinion not guaranteed.-- Folluwing the section on the 
questionnaire concerning the club program in general, it was only 
suggested, not definitely advised, that the principal consult with the 
mathematics teacher or club sponsor before the remaining questions were 
answered. Hence, there is no absolute guarantee that all further opinions 
were those of supervisors in the mathematics department. Also, in some 
oases opinions were asked concerning a~nistrators' and teachers' true 
feelings toward a mathemati os club, its purpose and value. Tn several 
instances where a faculty member furnished the replies for the principal, 
some hesitation and even change of opinion could be detected, by erasures, 
crossing-out, re-writing and the like. 
Incomplete questionnaire returns.-- Tn all too many cases, only 
partia.lly completed returns were received. A few reasons to account for 
this fact may have been the length of the questionnaire, the lack of 
required time that would necessarily be given to complete and accurate 
answers, or the mere fact of disinterest, especially if the school 
contacted had no mathematics club and/or no intentions of organizing one, 
due to conditions beyond their control or otherwise. Those questions 
which were ignored or answered simply with a question mark, expressing 
doubt either as to the meaning of the question or to their actual feelings 
on the subject, have been indicated as such in the summarizing tables. 
Thus, after recounting the steps of procedure employed, with 
particular techniques for handling this type of a study, Chapter 1II 
should serve as a basis for substantiating the treatment of the sum total 
of results as presented in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ».T.ALYSIS OF RESULTS 
Up to this point in the study we have examined little more than 
those after-school recreations and activities suggested by authorities in 
the field. The needs~ purposes and values of such activities for our 
secondary school students have been established and justified only after 
considerable study on the part of the various authors referred to in the 
chapter reviewing related literature. other than those few ideas offered 
by sponsors of clubs which have actually functioned across the country. 
we have discussed only the theories behind club organization and the 
opportunities available therein for the field of mathematics. 
It is the purpose of this chapter, therefore, to present more 
practical information and ideas concerning club programs in general, with 
special emphasis on the mathematics club. These actual practices have 
been summarized for presentation and analysis from reports submitted by 
I 
I 
" 
a 25 per cent sample of all secondary school administrators and w~thematics 1 
teachers in the state of Massachusetts. \l'ie shall examine and evaluate 
first, the number and quality of the questionnaire returns; second, the 
results of that aeotio• of the questionnaire headed "The Club Program in 
General"; third, the results of that section headed aif You Do Not Have 
a Ma·bhematics Club"; and fourth, the results of that section headed "rf 
You Do Have a Mathematics Club". 
The returns."• Of the 110 secondary schools contacted, 75 replied 
with either a \'!holly or partially completed questionnaire or just a brief, 
explanatory letter. There were six of the latter and these offered one 
of the following reasons for not completing the questionnaire sent them: 
(1) never had a mathematics club; (2) the school has only elementary 
grades this year; or (3) the school has suffered severe fire damage 
recently. The first of these reasons was offered in four of the letters, 
and the remaining two reasons were those of the remaining two correspond-
ents. 
Previously in this study it has already been stated that many 
questions on several of the returns were either unintentionally overlooked 
or purposely ignored. Those questions which were so ignored have been 
indicated as such farther on in this chapter. 
1. Results Concerning the Section: 
The Club Program in General 
Number of mathematics teachers.-- Important among the fundamental 
statistics to be noted early in this study of club reports are the number 
of mathematics teachers on the different school faculties as compared to 
the number of students enrolled in those same schools. If there are all 
too few mathen~tios teachers assigned to take care of over-large clasaea, 
it can hardly be expected of them to conduct efficiently a successful 
and highly profitable mathematics club. By the same token, though there 
may be a sufficient n:unber of mathemati os teachers employed, but in a 
particularly small school, perhaps the administration does not deem it 
necessary that an extensive club program be formulated since each club 
57 
will unavoidably concern so very few students. 
Further information of this nature may be obtained from Table 2, 
which lists the average number of mathematics teachers (with men and 
women listed separately) employed in the various sizes of secondary 
schools. 
Table 2. Number of Mathematica Teachers in Relation to Total 
Enrollments of 71 Secondary Schools 
Total School Average Number of Mathematics 
Enrollment Teachers Per School 
~n Women Total 
(l) -~G) {3) (4) 
Under 250 • • • • 2 1 3 
250-500 • • • • • 2 2 4 
500-750 • • ••• 3 3 6 
750-1000 •••• 5 3 8 
1000-1250 • • • • 4 2 6 
1250-1500 • • • • 3 2 5 
1500-1750 • 
• • • - - -
1750 and over • • 6 3 9 
Total 25 16 41 
As one might expect, the number of mathematics teachers increases 
accordingly as do the school enrollments ranging from under 250 to 1000. 
However, in those schools with 1000 to 1500 students. the number of 
mathematics teachers slackens off. This may seem surprising at first, 
but we must further consider the possibility that most of the smaller 
schools are junior high schools, whereas the larger are probably senior 
high schools, in the main. It isn•t until high school that students 
usually have the opportunity to drop the mathematics course because they 
either are not interested in the subject or feel they will not need it 
in their chosen vocational field. Hence, if the mathematics classes 
undergo a considerable decrease in enrollment, there is no longer the 
need for so many mathematics teachers as there would be if every student 
conti nued mathematics tb~ough high school. 
I t is interesting to notice also that in every school, however large 
or small, there are always at least as many men as women mathematics 
teachers, and in most oases there are more. rt is well to remember, 
however, that these figures represent the average number of teachers, 
though in no specific case did the number deviate more than a slight 
margin from these averages. 
Number of schools haTing a club program.-- Before we can even consider 
the makeup and outcomes of mathematics clubs currently active in 
Massachusetts, it is well first to observe how many schools have a club 
program at all. And once we find out just how many do provide out-of-
class recreations and activities for their students, perhaps the number 
of clubs offered wi. thin the total program would also contribute to the 
basis upon w·hi ch cone lusi ons :rnay be later dravrn. from the study. 
Also with relation to school enrollments, Table 3 indicates as 
accurately as possible the percentage of schools within each size range 
having a club program. Columns (3), (4), (5), and (6) of the table are 
concerned >'l'i th the actual number of clubs included within the club program 
itself. 
For exampl e , of the 8~5 per cent of schools with enrollments between 
500 and 750, only one has 26 or more clubs constituting the entire club 
or activity program. 
Table 3. Percentage of Secondary Schools with Club Program 
Average Number of Clubs in Program Per School in 
Relation to Total School Enrollments 
Percentage 
Total School Having Average Number of Clubs in 
Enrollment Club Program Per School 
Program 0-5 6-15 16-25 26 or more 
~1) ~G) ~3) ~4) ~5) (62_ 
Under 250 • • • • 14.1 4 6 0 0 
250-500 • • • • • 7.0 3 2 0 0 
500-750 • • • • • 8.5 2 2 2 1 
750-1000 • • • • 2.8 1 1 0 0 
1000-1250 • • • • 9.9 0 3 3 1 
1250-1500 • • • • 2 .a 0 2 0 0 
1500-1750 • • . • --- - - - -
1'750 and over • • 5.6 0 l 1 2 
Total 50.7 10 17 6 4 
Though there is no definite pattern as to the proportion of club 
pro gra...'lls in re la·bi on to the size of the schoo ls, there is a definite 
indication that the smallest schools in the state are more apt to organize 
an extensive club program than any of the larger ones. 
It is a bit mystifying that the per cents having a club organization 
should vary so much between those schools with under 250 students and 
those with 250-500 students; equally curious is the fact that almost 
,, 
four times as many schools Within the 1000-1250 enrollment class have a 
club program as those within the 1250-1500 cl ass. 
As a whole, there appears to be little or no consistency between the 
number of students and the number of club opportunities available. :rt 
should be added here that there are no club programs in the schools with 
enrollments between 1500 and 1750 simply because no schools of the sample 
investigated fell into this size category. 
That the schools of less than 500 students should have no more than 
15 clubs is understandable. But t hat one school within the 500-750 range 
should have at least 26 clubs, and no school in the 750-1000 range should 
have any more than 15 clubs, is a bit puzzling . In T~tble 4 are gi van the 
actual numbers of boys and girls which appear on the most recent club 
rostra to date. These figures are presented also in accordance vd th the 
size of the school in which the students are registered. 
Table 4. Average Total Club Enrollment of Boys and Girls in 
Relation to School Enrollment 
Total School Average Total Club Enrollment 
Enrollment Girls Boys Total 
(l) (2) (3) (4) 
Under 250 • • • • 71 60 131 
250-500 •• • • • 102 89 191 
500-750 •• • • • 226 220 446 
750-1000 . . .. 87 109 196 
1000-1250 • • • • 307 252 559 
1250-1500 • • • • 559 290 849 
1500-1750 • • • • -- -- --
1750 and over • • 19 17 36 
Total 1371 1037 2408 
Evidence points out that, for the most part, more girls are club 
joiners than are boys. This observation may be the result of any one of 
,, 
a number of reasons, however. Tm boys are more apt to have part-time 
jobs after school; there may be more clubs offered to satisfy the female 
interests than the male; because of after-school athletic practices, 
there may be fewer boys than girls seeking leisure time activity; and 
finally, there may be considerably more girls than boys enrolled in the 
school in the first place. 
Extra-curricular programs other than the club program.-- The writer 
considers it important to know •nhat, if any, other program those schools 
have incorporated into their systems which have no club program as such 
at the present time. Do these institutions simply wash their hands of 
the students, their needs, interests, goals, and potential abilities 
once the "school's out" bell has sounded? Or have they made an honest 
effort to provide some other program which vdll satisfy the students 
equally we 11. 
The anmvers to these questions have been set down in Table 5 just a.s 
they apPeared on those returns received from administrators not having 
the usual club program. 
The writer realizes full well that some of the alternate programs 
offered include some formally organized clubs. Vfuy these were not 
considered simply as constituents of a limited club program, the writer 
can not even attempt to explain, but has presented them here for the 
purpose of accuracy. Since such activities as stamp clubs, glee clubs, etc. 
\'Tare given as "other programs" by the informant, they have also been 
indicated as such here. 
Table 5. other Progr~ms Conducted by 49.3 Per Cent of 
Schools Which to Not Have Club Program, with 
Percentages 
Other Programs Replacing 
Club Program 
(1) 
Homeroom Activity Period • • • • • • • 
Makeup Period • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Stamp Clubs, Boys and Girls Shops • • 
Glee Club and Debating Society • • • • 
Number of other clubs • • • • • • • • 
Orchestra, Glee Club, and Athleti os • 
No other program • • • • • • • • • • • 
No reply given • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total 
Percentli.ge 
(2) 
13.5 
2.7 
2.7 
2.7 
40.5 
32.5 
100.0 
That a little more tha~ 40 per cent of these schools have no extra-
curricular program at all is enlightening indeed. The reasons for this 
may be many and varied, and in some cases most excusable perhaps. Low 
finances, reconstruction of buildings, or the reorganizing of grades or 
the curriculum may well be listed among the factors preventing the 
initiation ormaintenance of a club program. 
It is unfortunate that nearly a third of these schools gave no reply 
to this question. It could be that some of them had a homeroom activity 
period as did the other 13.5 per cent but did not consider it exactly 
an alternate to a club program. 
Limitation of clu~ membership.-- rt wou ld seem that if a gr eat rnany 
clubs were open to secondary school students but each student was 
considerably liinited as to ·" tbe ll!imber of clubs he or she might join, this 
could well explain low membership in the mathematics club in particular. 
On the other hand, if there was almost no limit to the number of clubs a 
student might join, and he or she were "club-happy" as it were, this 
could well explain the laok of time, enthusiasm, and effort put in by the 
student. 
The possibilities of limitation have been listed· in Table 6 with 
corresponding percentages indi eating how many schools hold to the 
i n dividual club-choice limitations. These possibilities have been 
arranged in the same order as they appeared on the questionnaire, rather 
than by magnitude of percentages. 
Table 6. Limitation of Club ~mbership for Each Student, with 
Percentages 
Limitation of Membership Percentage 
~lJ 
One club • • • • • • • • • • • • 38.5 
1\vo clubs • • • • • • • • • • • 2.6 
One club in each major field •• 2.6 
No limit •••• • • • • • • • • 48.7 
Li:mit determined by scholastic 
a chi eve:ment and conduct • • • • 3.8 
Four clubs • • • • • • • • ••• 1.9 
Three major activities • • • • • 1.9 
Total 100.0 
It is interesting to note that although nearly half the schools have 
no limit as to the number of clubs a student may join, close to 40 per cent 
of the schools hold to the rigid limi. t of one olub per student. That the 
ma.jori ty of olub administrators should be di v:t ded at the extremes of club 
limitation like this seems rather odd. 
Length of membere-hip.-- The reports on the length of time that any 
one member may spend in a single club are presented in Table 7. Though 
there was no data collected concerning the number of students that drop 
out of clubs before their membership expires, we can at least glean so!D!!l 
idea as to whether or not the length of membership allowed is too short 
to satisfy the needs and interests of potential members, or too long to 
maintain the initial enthusiasm displayed by those already belonging to 
the club. 
Table 7. Limitations on Length of M3mbership in 
Any Club, vdth Percentages 
Length of' Membership 'Percentage 
(lJ (2) 
One semester • • • • • • • • • 2.7 
One year • • • • • • • • • • • 13.5 
Two years • • • • • • • • • • o.o 
D.lration of membership in the 
school • • • • • • • • • • • • 21.6 
No limit • • • • • • • • • • • 
As long as grades are suff'i c-
iently high ••••••• • • 
Varies • • •• • • • • • • • • • 
Total 
54.1 
5.4 
100.0 
It is evident that in more than half these instances, there is no 
limit to the time a student may retain his club membership. The 21.6 
per cent of schools which indicated "duration of membership in the 
school" as the limit may well fit into the same category as the afore-
mentioned 54.1 per cent. Sinoe "duration of membership in the school" 
was given as such, however, the percentages were kept separate. 
Those schools which reported that the length of membership varies 
with the different clubs furnished no further details as to just how 
membership did expire with the different clubs. 
Graduation credits, club charters and sponsor training.-... Whether 
or not students profit credit -wise from the amount of work accomplished 
in a club program could, to a large degree, account for the students' 
apparent industriousness, affected or otherwise, displayed in tb!l 
extra-curricular activity areas. Ever since the secondary school was 
founded, there have always been those students who are constantly mindful 
of raising their grades. Whether this be their only motivating force or 
not, these students undoubtedly will hop on to as many clubs as is 
allowed if it will mean additional credit a.nd possibly prestige. And then,1 
too, there are always the others who live for graduation day and no more 
school, so if the less tense atmosphere of the subject-matter club means 
graduation credits 1•rhi.ch otherwise would be attainable only in the 
austere environs of the classroom, these less educationally minded students 
are apt to welcome the opportunity for club participation. 
Table 8 treats this very question of credit for club work, as well 
as the number of club programs which have been formally chartered by 
the school. 
Another factor of concern which has been presented in Table 8 is 
whether or not the school administrators think a guidance course at a 
local university should be required of any potential club sponsor. We 
have already seen in Chapter n that the training and proficiency of 
the club sponsor may determineJ to a great extentJ the profitableness 
and spiritedness of the club program of which he or she is a vital 
organ. HenceJ if the club sponsors do not satisfactorily fulfill the 
functions expected of them in the administrators' opinion, this 
suggestion for a guidance course may vrell be one worth consideration. 
Table 8. Replies Concerning Graduation Credits for Club 
WorkJ Club Chartering, and Required Guidance 
Course for Sponso~J vdth Percentages 
! I 
Question Yes 
Percentages 
No Total 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Is credit for club work given 
toward graduation? • • • • • • • 16.2 83.8 100.0 
Are clubs formally chartered by 
the school? • • • • • • • • • • • 32.4 67.6 100.0 
Do you think a guidance course at 
a local university should be 
required of potential club spon-
sors? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 24.3 75.7 100.0 
Since the majority of schools grant no graduation credit for 
student-participation in club workJ it is reasonable to asswne that this 
can't be one of tm motivating teol:miques which drive most of the 
students into e:x:tra-ourri cular activity. 
A little less than one-third of the schools, it appears, do not 
have a formally chartered club program. Perhaps this is one of the 
reasons that such a large per oent of the schools have no clubs as such. 
That is, if even a minimum number of clubs were forrJllilly set-up and 
maintained, more schools would probably adhere to tradition and car r y 
on those i'evr organizations at least • 
Since a. fraction more than three-fourths· of the school administrators 
feel there is no need for a sponsor• s teJd.ng a guidance course at some 
local university before qualifying for the responsibility of conducting 
a club, just as many administrators must be reasonably satisfied with 
tl'..eir present sponsors• abilities and capabilities. rt should be added 
that six of these reports, indicating no absolute requirement of the 
guidance course, did further state, however, that such a course would 
be advisable and certainly vrorth while even though it vra.s not required. 
Chief problems in administering the club program.-- Perhaps one 
of the most significant sets of de.ta in this study is that presented 
for analysis in Table 9, concerning the chief problems with w·hich the 
administrator is faced in organizing an efficient club progr-.m. rt is 
pn.rt of the very purpose of this investigation to find out, if there 
are all too few out-of-school opportunities provided for students 
especially interested in mathematics, vthy these are so few. Administrative 
difficulties can serve vrell in revealing many of the obstacles that 
prevent the club program's developing into ripe and mentally nutritional 
fullness .. 
Table 9. Chief Problems in Administration of Club Program, 
with Percentages 
Chief Problem 
- [1) 
.A.oquiring capable olub sponsors ••• • 
Lack of time • • • • • • • • • •••• 
Laok of teacher enthusia~ • • • • • • 
Lack of student interest • • • • • • • • 
Lack of facilities • ~ • • • • • • • • • 
Short school day and transportation 
problem at end of school day • • • • • • 
Lack of student willingness to work • • 
Too In8.tty aoti vi ties, hence too few 
members in each olub • • • • • • • • • • 
Percentage 
(2j 
28.3 
22.6 
13.2 
5.7 
3.8 
3.8 
1.9 
Organizing an interesting, varied program 1.9 
Lack of finances •••• • • • • • • • • 1.9 
No reply given • ••••••••••• • 
Total 100.0 
Notioo that these problems have been listed in order of their 
frequenoy and the problem of aoqui ring a. capable olub sponsor ranks 
highest on the list. Lack of time a.nd the teachers' enthusiasm run fairly 
close for second plaoe, whereas the other problems rank comparatively 
lOW'. So it would seem that much of the dif:f'i cul ty, other than the 
soaroity of time, lies with the capal:ilities and attitudes of the fao•l:ty 
members fromwhom olub sponsors are usually selected. 
It should be observed, also, that lack of finances offers little 
bearing to the current difficulties involved in organizing the club 
program. 
Programs which include a mathematics club.-- Before we e:x:ami.ne the 
replies of those schools which never had a mathematics club, or else 
dropped the one they once did have, let us look first at the number or 
schools which do include the mathematics club in their program, however 
extensive. 
The percentages g;i ven indi. cate the number of schools within the 
eight enrollment ranges which still retain the mathematics club in their 
general program. No consideration has been given here, needless to add, 
to those schools which have no club program at all. 
Table 10. Percentage of Schools Whose Club Program8 
Include a Mathematics Club, in Relation to 
School Enrollments 
Total School Enrollment Percentage 
{1} 
Under 250 •• • • • • • • • • 20.0 
250-500 • • • • • • • • • • • o.o 
500-750 • • • • • • • • • • • o.o 
750.1000 •••••••••• 100.0 
1000-1250 • • • • • • • • • • o.o 
1250-1500 • • • • • • • • • • 50.0 
1500-1750 • • • • •••• • • --
1756 and over • • • • • • • • 50.0 
I 
I' 
50 
It is indeed enlightening to observe that all and only those schools 
of 750-1000 students which do have a club program also have a ma:bhematics 
club included on that progr&m. Then there are inter~als of at least 
200 students before we come upon those smaller and larger schools of 
which only half (at most) have a nathematics club on the extra-ourrioular 
actiTity program. 
That only one-fifth of the smallest schools still have ~ mathematics 
olub oan probably be explained in part by the fact of small to almost 
tri 'dal club enrollments. 
2. Results Concerning the Section: 
If You Do Not Have a Mathematics Club 
In conformance with the sequence of information as requested on the 
survey instrulll8llt ~ we whall next oonsi der the ev.i. denoe pointing to the 
reasons for dropping the mathematics club or not organizing it at all. 
The replies to several of the questions have been summarized and presented 
within a single table in order that a greater portion of information may 
be compared ~nd contrasted at a single glance. 
The first of these tables, Table 11, treats the following issues: 
Was thereever a mathematics club?-- It is of more immediate concern 
to this study if a school onoe had~ mathematics club and for some reason 
was forced to drop it from the olub program as at least the potential 
for reorganizing suoh a club is there. Whereas~ if a school never had a 
mathematics elub, it is not so apt to formulate one now sinoe there is 
probably no faculty member informed or experienced enough to put into 
operation the necessary mechanics and techniques of or~nization. These 
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latter schools may be of a sort;too, which caters to all of one sex, 
specializing in subjects pretty much divorced f'7om mathematics. 
Concerning the mathematics teachers' and administrators' enthusiasm.--
Of' primary importance are the replies to questions 16 and 16-a concerning 
the attitude which prevails among the faculty and administration toward 
a mathematics club. After all, if there are a number of students anxious 
to participate in extra mathematical activities, recreational, social or 
otherwise, and yet few or no administrators or teachers areequally eager 
for such invaluable, supplementary activity; there is little chance for 
a mathematics club to even take root, much less to blossom satisfactorily. 
Availability of a club sponsor.-· We have already discussed the faot 
that any club without an alert, proficient sponsor is much like a ship 
without an alert, proficient captain. In both oases, the voyagers have 
all eyes set for wide open ports of opportunity and novel experiences, 
but alas, there is ao one aboard to guide them along the most so.enio and 
direct route. By the same token, a poorly qualified captain is only a 
little better (or perhaps even worse) than no captain at all. Hence, our 
concern here with whether or not there is a qualified ol ub sponsor, seems 
indeed justifiable. 
Is a mathemati os club consi dared valuablet._ Certainly no undertaking 
is rushed into unless the doer is first fairly convinced that certain 
-values are bound to result. By the same token, if secondary school 
administrators and mathematics teachers fail to recognize any -value in 
a mathematics club in their particular situation, then of course it is 
understandable why tiley have never given thought to organizing such a 
program. It is understandable, however, only if these same persons have 
t-.._: 2 
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sufficiently investigated the underlying objects, techniques, activities, 
and possible values of such an organization as theorized and experienced 
by others. 
Table 11. Replies Concerning Past Existence of Mathematics Club, 
Enthusiasm of Administration and Mathematics Teachers; 
A'Yailabi.lity of Club Sponsor, and Value of Mathem&~.tios 
Club, with Percentages 
Question 
(1) 
Il.d you ever have a mathemati. os 
club? • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Is the a.dmi.nistration enthusi-
astic about organizing a mathe-
:mati os club? • • • • • • • • • 
Are the mathematics teachers 
enthusiastic about organizing 
Yes 
(2)_ 
20.4 
11.3 
- -Percentage 
Ibubt- No 
No .ful Reply Total 
(3) 
_(_4_1 
~ 
(5) 
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74.1 1.9 3~5 100.0 
62.3 5.7 20.7 100.0 
a mathematics club? • • • • • • 16.4 61.8 5.5 16.3 100.0 
Is there an available sponsor 
for the olub who is capable of 
planning ana conducting a math 
club progr~? • • • • • • • • • 51.8 26.8 8.9 12.5 100.0 
Do you fee 1 a mathemati os club 
is valuable to your students? • 57.9 14.0 14.0 14.1 100.0 
It is truly astounding that almost three-fourths of these schools 
never had a m:..themati cs club. Observe that nearly two per cent of the 
reporters do not have any dei'ini te inf'orma.ti on as to whether or not there 
ever was a mathematics club in their particular school. About this two 
percent, therefore, we can hl.rdly draw any conclusions or even suggest 
1 any remedies for their olubless situations, sinoe they are evidently 
unmindful of the difficulties, if any, in the past. 
Of more serious implications are the statistics revealing that more 
than 60 per cent of the administrators and mathematics teachers entertain 
no enthusiasm about organizing a mathematics olub. The writer believes 
that several of the administrators of the 20.7 per cent offering no 
reply may have ignored the question for no other reason than to save face 
for the school. rt is their right, of course, but perhaps if they oould 
have answ·ered in the affirmati -ye they would not have neglected to 
answer so readily. This fear of spreading mild scandal just as likely 
might have prompted the mathematics teachers to avoid the question since 
they neither hold as high a place of au~hority, nor the right to expose 
their schools to possible cri ti oism. 
A few more than half these schools have sponsors available who are 
capable of planning and conducting a mathematics olub program. That a 
little less than 13 per cent . should fail to reply and almost nine per 
oent should be doubtful as to whether suoh a sponsor is available, should 
not go unnoticed. Further comments shall be made on such observations 
in the following chapter. 
Since almost 60 per cent of the informants oonsi der the mathemati os 'I 
club a valuable organization for the students, there is still room for 
hope that the cooperative means of accomplishing such value may be 
undertaken some time in the near future by those educators wha recognize 
the potential worth of such a club. 
Reasons for dropping the mathematics olub.-- rt would be better to 
investigate carefully the reasons offered for dropp.tng the mathematics 
club before judging rashly those administrators who had good reason for 
abandoning all supplementary aoti vi ties for the mathelll8.ti os students. 
As is indi oated in Table 12, five more reasons were given for dropping 
the mathematics olub than appeared in the questionnaire. :Many of these 
are substantially sound and worthy of contemplation, but should not be 
regarded as unavoidable problems whioh couldn't possibly be dissolved. 
Table 12. Reasons Given for Dropping Mathematics Club with 
Peroentages 
Reasons for Dropping Club 
{lJ 
Low enroll.mell.t • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
Laok of interest among pupils in olub 
No instructor available to supervise 
club • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• • 
Lack of interest on part of olub sponsor 
Insufficient finances •••••••• • 
Dis continued by School I:epartment • • • 
Other work more popular • • • • • • • • 
Navigation and meteorology oourse intro-
duced into curriculum •••••••• • 
Teachers' academic load too great and 
oorr.mdtment; too numerous •••••• • • 
Dropped entire club program • • • • • • 
Percentage 
{ZJ 
7.1 
2.8 
o.o 
1.4 
2.9 
No reply given ••••• • • • ••• • • 73.1 
Total 100.0 
The writer was astounded to find that more than 73 per oent offered 
no reasons for dropping the olub. Sinoe so few contributed the informa-
tion requested oonoerning this all-important point, the per oents whioh 
could be tabulated are of almost insignificant meaningJI really. rt might 
be worth observingJI howeverJI that lack of interest among pupilsJI no avail-
able supervisor, and low enrollment (which would quite naturally follow 
, from the other two) are the reasons which rank highest among those given 
for dropptng the mathematics club. 
Other clubs into which mathematics students have been incorporated.-
And whatJI if any, alternate programs have been provided to absorb those 
unsatisfied mathematics students who are eager to delve into channels too 
remote or time-consuming to be expl~red in the classroom? Perhaps there 
are a nwnber of clubs other than a mathematics club in which these students 
can find the extra-curricular activity they seek. 
In Table 13 are listed several clubs which our secondary school 
administrators and mathematics teachers have found just as satisfying for 
the mathematics students of special concern here. Many of these are 
directly related to mathematics but embrace only a single area or two out 
of the whole subject. 
Table 13. Other Clubs into Whi oh 35 Per Cent of Schools 
Have Incorporated Those Students Particularly 
Interested in Mathematics, with Percentages 
Other Club 
ScieBoe Club • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
College Preparatory Club • • • • • • • 
Chemistry Club • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Physics Club • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Slide Rule Club ••••••••••• 
Photography Club • • • • • • • • • • • 
Navigation and M3teorology Club • • • 
Chess Club • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Science Forums • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Shop • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mechanical Drawing Club •••••••• 
Several other clubs (not specified) • 
Total 
Percentage 
36.4 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
ro.s 
100.0 
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It is not too surprising that the Science Club ranks top on this 
list. Tn many schools, it should be remembered, the mathematics tea.oher 
automatically is responsible for the science classes as well, so the 
incorporation of both mathematics and science students into one club may 
be the most economical or practical arrangement, in this case. 
The College Preparatory Club is an interesting one. Though no 
specific des cri ption of it wa.s given, perhaps we can assume that it has 
been organized for all college preparatory students and treats the usual 
college-board subjects, ie. English, mathematics, and the foreign languages, 
in a more intense fashion than in the classroom. 
Do you anticipate organizing or reorganizing a mathen~tios club?~· 
Of those schools which never had a mathematics club, or at least do not 
have one at present, it is encouraging to find out that almost 40 per oent 
have already made plans for formulating a mathen~tics club in the not too 
distant future. The approximate dates for undertaking the program are 
given in Table 14.. Tt is necessary to recall here that a few schools• 
club plans have been temporarily pigeon-holed due to over-crowded 
conditions which are to be relieved in tm Fall of 1955 when many of the 
pupils will be moved into a new building. 
Notice that interest, once again, plays a decided part in club plans 
in the future. Administrators and willing mathematics teachers alike can 
hardly be encouraged to even propose an extra-curricular program dealing 
. ' 
' with mathematics wi. thout t:M cooperation or enthusiasm of other matmmatios 
teachers, and more important, the ma.themati os and/or science students. 
In this highly scientific era when mathe.matios i ·s taking on ~-.dvanoing 
importance, it is up to the educators to provoke this interest. 
Table 14. Future Dates at Which 38.1 Per Cent of the Schools 
Anticipate Organization or Reorganization of a 
M8.thematics Club, with Percentages 
Anticipated Date for Organizing 
or Reorg~nizing Club 
Percentage 
(11 
Sometime during year 1955-56 • • • • • 
Sometime during year 1956-57 • • ••• 
When interested sponsor is available • 
Vfuen we move to new bui 1ding • • 
When interest is great enough to 
demand it ••••••• • • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
Plan to organize mathematics club but 
uncertain as to when • • • • • • • • • 
Total 
5.6 
5.6 
5.6 
5.6 
6.3 
38.1 
Nearly one-fourth of these schools plan to actually set up the 
mathematics club program next year. while another 11.2 per cent will 
undertake such a venture only when interest on the part of sponsors and 
students renders it worth while. 
OVer six per cent declared that, though they definitely anticipated 
reorganizing a mathewAtics club~ they could not furnish a definite date 
as to when they were to begin to realize their plans. 
3. Results Concerning Seati on: 
If You Have a Mathematics Club 
Now that we have examined the va.rious actual responses giving tm 
ree.sons for a school's never having organized a :roo.thematics club, or for 
'=;8 v 
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dropping the mathematics club which had once functioned aoti vely in tl:e 
schoelll let us turn to the reports of' the meager but ambitious minority 
who have maintained interest in a mathematics club program. 
The writer believes this area of' the presentation to be of' major 
importance. For evidence points only too emphatically to the fact that 
our secondary schools are sorely in need of' many valuable, workable 
ideas concerning the mechanics of' club orgatlization and activities which 
are most certain to maintain enthusiasm and provide supplementary 
knowledge, skills and pleasure for both the students and the club sponsor. 
Is mathematics ever to become a vi tal, rewarding experience which 
is applicable to so many everyday out-of - school functions and endeavors 
if its rigid presentation is confined to a one-hour period each school 
day, ten daily tedious hom~vork problems, that dreaded weekly quiz, and 
those frightening final examinations? It is to those school administrators 
and mathematics teachers who earnestly desire to crush the traditionally 
insurmountable wall separating the secondary school student from the yet 
untapped wealth of fun-packed, challenging concepts contained in 
mathematics and its related sciences, that the author directs the 
following reported results. These facts and ideas as reported by the 
amazingly srr£11 minority (seven schools out of the 75 heard from in all) 
represent those techniques of mathe~Atios club organization that have 
worked, and worked well, in the schools of our state. Soan them 
carefully and perhaps you will find just the solution to your problem 
of initiating a.nd maintaining interest in your students for mathematics 
as a tool and recreation, rather than just a required subjeot. 
'v 
Concerning the origin, limitations on enrollment, and selection of 
the club sponsor.- While only one of the seven mathematics clubs has 
been in existence for tvro years, two others have existed for 10 or 12 
years, one for 20 years, a sixth for 25 years, and a seventh olub has 
survived easily for as many as 33 years. 
For five clubs out of the seven, there is no limitation on the enroll· 
ment. One club, however, has limited its enrollment to only those students 
taking the technical oourse, while another club is limited to only those 
students taking junior or senior mathemati os. 
Due to the size of the sohool and the requirements for membership, no 
doubt, the enrollments in these seven mathematics clubs vary considerably. 
One club has presently enrolled only four boys and one gtrl; a second club 
has 16 boys and no girls presently enrolled; a third club has 23 boys and 
21 girls; a fourth club has enrolled 50 boys and 10 girls; a fifth club 
has 32 boys and 36 girls; and a sixth has 100 boys and no girls presently 
enrolled. The seventh club gave no reply to question 23 on the report 
concerning club enrollment. 
How do students become members of these mathematics clubs? In six 
out of the seven oases, students are allowed to make their own choice as 
to whether or not they wish to become members of the mathematics club. 
In one of these schools, the reporter has indicated that those students 
with above-average grades in mathematics are definitely encouraged to 
join. And in one other school, those students taking Math ITI or Yath rv 
are especially encouraged to join the mathemati os club. A seventh school 
neglected to answer this question 24. 
On tm popular request of the students parti oub.rly interested in 
mathematics,. four of the clubs found tl:e basis for their origin. The idea 1 
for originating one of these clubs was also suggested by an enthusiasti a 
mathamati os teacher. This,. too, was indicated as the chief reason for 
the origin of the other four mathematics clubs. 
\Vith regard to the .ethod of selecting a club sponsor, two of the 
schools reported that the responsibility of the mathematics club devolves 
upon its sponsor because of his or her teaching position. Two other 
schools reported that the mathematics department head is automatically the 
sponsor of his or her subject-matter club, or is responsible, at least, 
for selecting another mathemati os teacher for the sponsorship if he or 
she is m1able to satisfactorily fulfill the duty himself (or herself). 
In the remaining three cases of club sponsorship, that facult~r member who 
volunteers to direct the club of special interest to him or her ( the 
mathematics club,. in this case) automatically is assigned the sponsorship 
of that club. In only one instance of the seven, is the club sponsor 
sometimes appointed by the school principal. 
Concerning club officers.-- It is hardly surprising to note that 
each of these mathematics clubs has a president. In two clubs, the only 
other office held is that of a club secretary. Two other clubs select a 
vice-president, secretary and treasurer. The offices of another club 
include a vice-president, secretary-treasurer and two e:x:ecuti ve board 
members. A sixth report states that the offices, other than presidency, 
include a vice-president who must be a junior, a secretary who must be a 
senior, a treasurer who :must also be a junior,. and an assistant 
secretary-treasurer who must be selected from the sophomore division. The 
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remaining club has no other student officers other than the president. 
Are these officers entrusted with much responsibility, and if so, 
do they take the responsibilities entrusted ttem? 'In all seven cases, 
tte reply to this question 28 was in the affirmative as to the first part. 
But as to whether the officers t ake that responsibility entrusted them, 
the replies were not so unanimously a.ff'i rmati Te. Only four of the seven 
reports indicated an unqualified "Yes". One other reported that the 
officers took their responsibilities "reasonably well"; one replied with 
"most of the time•; and sti 11 another replied "sometimes well, and s0100 
other times not so well". 
The officers of six of the clubs are traditionally elected by the 
club members, but in the seventh case, the choice of officers is determin.ed 
solely by the selection made by the club sponsor. 
There is unanimous agreement among all seven clubs as to how long 
ea ch offi oe may be held. One year was the length of time indicated by all 
for holding any one office. 
As regards the frequency with which tba officers confer with the 
club sponsor, five of the schools reported ~henever necessary" to this 
question. One other club specified that such a conference was held at 
every meeting and at whenever other time between club meetings a conference 
seems necessary. A seventh club reported that officer-sponsor conferences 
were held once a month, at the very least. 
And now that club officers have been chosen under the supervision of 
the selected sponsor, it is important to note who generally conducts the 
mathematics club meeting. It is interesting to observe that the meetings 
of only one of the seven clubs are generally conducted by the sponsor, 
while the other six clubs• meetings are conducted ·by the club president, 
as a rule. 
Concerning promotion of club enrollment, club participation and its 
effects on grades, and time appointed for club meetings.-- The techniques 
employed for promoting mathematics club enrollment in one school include 
exhibits of past mathematical projects, which are put on display as 
samples of club work, and, too, the mathematics teacher's recommendation 
serves as a successful promotion device. In another school the mathematics 
teacher's recommendation is considered sufficient for promoting club 
enrollment, While a third school's mathematics club depends solely on tm 
advertisement of same as it tradi.. tionally appears in the school handbook. 
Still another school circulates bulletins announcing the club's plans for 
the coming year as their promotion device, and two of the schools confessed 
they employed no promotion campaign for fostering membership as they had 
no desire, actually, for a large club enrollment. The seventh report 
fe.i led to indicate an answer of any kind to this question 33. 
As far as the degree to which club participation effects the students• 
grades is concerned, five of the seven reports assured us that the degree 
of participation has no effect. One of these reports amended their 
negative reply with the additional note, "not as I have noticed, an'Y'vay". 
The degree of pa.rticipation in the remaining two clubs does effect tie 
students' grades, however. 
On the average, how often are the mathematics club meetings held? 
Two of the seven clubs meet every week, generally, while two other clubs 
meet every two weeks. One of these latter clups holds a business meeting 
one time and a regular mathematics club program during the alternate 
maeting time. The remaining three clubs schedule their meetings a month 
apart, on the average. 
rn three of the seven instances, club meetings are held at some time 
during the school day. Two of these clubs meet at an hour som~here 
betvveen noon and 3:00P.M. while the other meets somewhere between 9:00 A.M. 
and noon. Of the remaining four clubs which meet after the school day is 
over, three hold their meetings at some hour between noon and 3:00 P.M. 
(one specified 111:30 to 2:30P.M., to be exact"). The last club meets 
at an hour somewhere between 3:00 and 6:00 P.M. 
Concerning club financement .-- Regular dues from the members is 
reported to sufficiently cover the cost of financing three of the mathematics 
clubs discussed here. Another report explained tha.t although dues have 
been collected in the past, they are no longer required at present, sinoe 
activities such as the Inter-Club Christmas Party, Inter-Club Dances, etc. 
are supported by those in attendance and surplus funds are distributed 
among clubs by the Headmaster for those projects which meet with his 
approval. Two other clubs depend on voluntary contributions from club 
members to meet finanoie.,l obligations. One of these last reports further 
stated that the individual members are willing to take care of their own 
individual expenses. A seventh club report states simply that there are 
"no dues", but neglects to se.y how the club is financed, if there are= any 
club expenses. 
Concerning enthusiasm about club on part of mathematics teachers and 
school administrators.-- The writer advises that special note be taken of 
these parti oular results, as these are actual opinions from the professional 
educators on whom our secondary students depend for stimulating school 
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activity, new ideas, a wider expanse of knowledge, and cooperation 
concerning their required and elected school subjects. 
Three schools report frankly that their mathematics teachers are only 
somewhat enthusia.sti c about the mathemati os club. :rn answering this 
question, another school administrator (or faculty member, as the case 
may be) replied simply, "r do not know," while a f'i.fth report candidly 
stated that some mathematics teachers are enthusiastic about the 
mathematics club, and some others are not interested at all. Another 
reporter stated that he (or she) has no information concerning this item 
on the questionnaire, and only one report of the seven indicated an 
unqualified ''Yes". 
There appears to be a far more enthusiastic attitude among these 
seven schools' administrators with regard to the matmmati cs club on their 
school program, as compared to the rather indifferent attitudes of the 
mathematics teachers of these same schools. Six of th:l schools have 
replied with an unqualified "Yes" to question 40, ie. the administrators 
in these six schools are definitely pleased with the results of the 
mathematics clubs in their schools. Only one report stated that the 
administration is just somewhat pleased with the results of its mathematics 
club. 
Concerning attendance at club meetings, club pins, and membership 
cards.-- Items 41 and 42 of the questionnaire employed in this study are 
concerned v::i/oh attendance 1 ie. whether or not attendance is taken regularly 
at mathematics club meetings, and if so, is there a out system. Three of 
the club reports indicated that attendance was regularly taken at meeti ngs 
but there was no cut system involved. Of two other clubs in which regular 
attendance is also recorded, one has a cut system and the other gave no 
reply to the question conC!rrning a out system. A sixth club reports that 
attendance is taken only occasionally and that there is no cut system 
employed ever. There is no attendance taken at the meetings of the seventh 
club, nor is there any cut system, needless to add. 
No one of the seven clubs has an official club pin. and only one of 
these clubs regularly issues a membership card upon the students• admission 
to the organization. 
Concerning the club's name, yearbook picture, and standing corrmdttees.--
And wha.t are the official names which these clubs bear? It is probably not 
too surprising to note that four of the clubs go simply by tre name, 
":rt.atmmatics Club of High (or Junior m.gh) School". Tw'o other 
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clubs, hovTever, have been referred to from their beginnings as tm 
"Technical Club" and "Tech Club'', respectively. The seventh club name 
bears a most original and meaningful character -- "Alpha Gamma Tau Club", 
so selected because these Greek letters correspond 1~th the initial letters 
of the predomi nantly mathematical subjects of the secondary school 
curriculum, ie. !1-gebra, 2:eometry, and !rigonometry. 
A picture of each mathematics club discussed here is annually i n cluded 
in the individual schools' yearbooks, as indicated Qy all seven reporters. 
With regard to the standing connnittees which are presently functioning, 
or at some time in the past have functioned, three of the seven clubs have 
organized both a Program Corrrndttee and a Social Corrmnttae. Another club 
has organized only a Program Committee, while a. fifth club reports that 
there has been formed a Program Corrmnttee and several other committees 
(not specified) which have been decided upon by general agreement of the 
members as the need for their organization arises. One club reports that 
no specific committees have been formed,as such, since the club's 
organization, and a seventh report offers no reply or comment to this 
question concerning committee work. 
Concerning club activities and values derived therein.-- The writer 
regrets to observe that though each of the seven reports indicates those 
activities which have been undertaken, three of these reports failed to 
specify l'lhich, if any, values could be derived from t:M individual 
activities. Hence, we are considerably limited here by the small amount 
of data whioh is complete and detailed enough, however, to be analyzed 
and evaluated. 
Puzzles and games.-- Members of five of the clubs have attempted to 
invent or solve brain teasers and/or riddles, whereas only four clubs 
consider the activity vrorthwhi.le doing. One reporter contends that 
practical, disciplinary, appreciational, recreational and social values 
could probably be derived from the activity; one report indice.ted only 
appreciational value derivable, and another report indicated that only 
recrenti onal value is derivable. Five of the clubs have given ti:rne to 
inventing or discussing fallacies, and four clubs considered the activity 
vrorthlvhi le. One club considered the activity of practical value, another 
considered it of disciplinary value, and two others considered it of 
recreational value. Games of chance had been invented or at least played 
in three of the clubs, and two clubs considered it worthwhile, while one 
was doubtful as to its worth. Two clubs considered tm games of 
recreational value only~ and one considered them of social value only. 
Just one of the olubs had dealt with number rhymes, ie. reciting, collecting, 
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or composing them, and one club spokesman (oddly enough, not the same 
one vrho conducted the activity) thought the :number rh¥mes worthwbi le, 
while another was doubtful as to their worth. This activity received tvro 
votes for its recreational value, however. 
Entertainment.-- Four clubs have written and/or dramatized mathematical 
skits, and three clubs considered it a worthwhile activity. Replies as 
to the activity's probable values include one score for the practical, 
one score for the appreciational, one score for the recreational, and 
three scores . for the social. Three of the seven mathematics clubs have 
put on assembly programs and two clubs consider this a worthwhile 
activity. Its recreational value was claimed by one club, and its sodal 
value by two clubs. None of the clubs had ever conducted a story-telling 
or storywnriting session concerned with some unusually interesting phase 
of mathematics, though one considered this a worthwhile activity. One 
club also contended that appreciational values could well be derived from 
the activity, another recognized recreational values, and a third 
recognized social values in this activity. Only one club had ever 
organized a "Hall of Math'* or museum-type display concerned with mathe-
mati os, and the sa..."lle club was the only one which consi dared the activity 
worthwhile. HOW'ever, another club spokesman recognized the appreciational 
values derivable from such an activity. Iebates and contests had been 
conducted at some time in the course of four of the clubs' programs and 
the Sfu~ four clubs considered the activity worthwhile conducting. The 
debates and contests received one vote for their practical value, two 
votes for their disciplinary value~ one vote for their appreciational 
value, two votes for their recreational value, and one vote for their 
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social value. 
Projects.-- Only two clubs have ever organized mathematical exhibits 
while four of the seven clubs consider this a worthwhile actiTity, whether 
they've done it or not. Two clubs claimed it of practical value, one 
claimed its disciplinary value, two its appreciational value, two its 
recreational value, and one claimed the activity of social value. Research 
projects ha.ve been carried on in three of the clubs, while four of the 
clubs considered this a worthvrhile activity. A single club spokesman 
reported that such an activity could be of practical, disciplinary, 
appreciational, recreational and social value. One other claimed that 
research projects were of practical value only. Members of three of the 
clubs had parti oi pated in constructing models of spe oi al mathematical 
significance, whereas five of the clubs considered this a worthwhile 
activity. Tts practical value was defended by two clubs, its disciplinary 
by one, its appreciational by two, its recreational by three, and its 
social value was defended by one club. Members of six of the seven clubs 
have been on field trips or excursions, which activity was considered by 
three of the clubs to be worthwhile. These trips were considered by 
three club spokesman to be of practical value, by two to be of apprecia-
tional value, of recreational value by three, and of social value by one. 
Evidently the members of no one of the clubs have ever gathered mathe-
matioal collections of any kind, though two of the club spokesmen consider 
this a worthwhile activity 1.vhile one reporter contended there is doubt 
as to the wo!rth of suah collections. Their practical value has been 
vouched for in two of the reports and its recreational value in one report. 
No one olub has made film- or slide-making a part of the olub program; 
though three of the reports indicate this as a worthwhile activity. Two 
votes were cast for both the practical and recreational values derivable 
from film- 9.nd slide-making. 
Aca demic activities.-- Five olubs report that lectures and reports 
have been given by members within the club and/or guest speakers for those 
attending the club meetings. Also, five clubs checked this off as one of 
the worthwhile activities and these opinions wer~ not, in every case, 
those of the club sponsors who had the lectures and reports. This activity 
was indicated of praoti cal value by three reporters, of disciplinary value 
by one reporter, of appreciational value by three, and of recreational 
value by one. Ilscussions on various by-paths of mathematics have been 
carried on in five of the seven clubs and the worth of the activity was 
proclaimed by five clubs as well. The probability of practical, appreoia-
tional and recreational values• being derived from this activity wa~ 
declared by two clubs in each case. Films and/or slides have been shown 
for the members of five of the seven clubs at some time in the past and 
th9 se same five clubs were the only ones to report this a worthwhile 
activity. 
Social functions.-- Thus far, an initiation program for nmv club 
members has found no place in the social program of any of the mathemntios 
clubs examined in this study. Neither did any one of these reports 
declare suoh an annual function worth holding in the future. However, one 
of the aohools did suggest that such an activity could poe8ibly be of 
social value, but that was all. Those social functions referred to on the 
questionnaire as "parent parties, exchange parties, etc." have been 
included on the social calendar of five of the seven clubs, while only 
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three clubs in all considered such gatherings a worthwhile activity-prac-
tice. One club vouched for its recreational and only two for its social 
value. Picnics and/or outings have been a part of three club programs, 
yet only one club spokesman defended this as a worthwhile activity because 
of its recreational and social value. Only one other report admitted any 
value derivable from such outings and this was social in nature. 
General evaluations of the present mathematics club program.-- or the 
six possible choices provided for an~Tering question 48 on the writer's 
data-collecting instrument, relevant to the reporter's general evaluation 
of the present mathematics club program in his or her school, five reports 
indicated satisfaction with the present program. One of these was 
qualified with the additional statement, "r am never satisfied, but this 
item most nearly expresses my feeling"; and another was qualified with 
"Reasonably satisfied, that is". One spokesman favored a complete merging 
of the club program with the regular mathematics currioulum, while another 
stated frankly that he (or she) was dissatisfied with the presenb program. 
Chief benefits derived from the mathematics club.•• From the brief 
but succinct statements offered by each of the seven mathematics club 
spokesmen, the writer has integrated, summarized and listed the chief 
benefits derived from actual mathematics clubs currently in existence, as 
follows: 
1. Students become better acquainted with scientific points of view 
employed in business, the technical fields in particular. 
2. Students have greater opportunity to explore fields of mathematics 
which are of particular interest to them. 
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3 • Student a have opportunity to realize more fully the innumerable 
applications of mathematics to everyday living, now and later on 
in life as well. 
4. Students have opportunity to realize that mathematics may well be 
adopted as a hobby of recreational value in leisure time. 
5. Students are granted opportunity, outside their mathematics 
classes and section&, to acquire social contacts having mathematics 
as a common interest. 
6. Students acquire a greater appreciation for and knowledge of 
mathematical instruments. 
7. Students gain a clearer insight and understanding of mathemati os 
and are challenged with ideas provoking greater depth of mathe-
matical thought. 
a. Students' interest in mathematics is sbimulated and maintained to 
a greater degree through out-of-class activity in the field. 
Chief weaknesses of the mathematics club.- rn like manner, the chief 
weaknesses as detected by seven club spokesmen have been compiled, 
summarized and listed here to provide as concise and orderly a presenta-
tion of the results as possible. 
1. Students are too busy to give the proper amount of time to club 
participation as is required to reap any profit from the club 
program. 
2. Transportation problema, other club meetings, and after-school 
jobs prevent many members from attending the mathematics club 
meetings regularly. 
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3. Unless constant attention is given to grouping of students by 
interest. needs and ability, many projects lose their beneficial 
value for those students incapable of, or disinterested in, the 
task at hand. 
4. A small sohool enrollment inevitably yields too small a mathematics 
club membership to warrant continuation of the club program apart 
from the regular ourrioulum. 
s. The constant conflicts between the mathematics club meeting time 
and that allotted to other sohool functions (other than club 
meetings) is discouraging and confusing to olub members. 
6. Faculty members and olub sponsors have difficulty finding the ti~ 
required to give their best to club meetings • 
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CHAPTER V 
SID'fu\1ARY, CONCLUSIO}!S, AND RECOr5]:1EN:QA.TIOHS 
FOR FURTHER STUD'£ 
1. Summary of Related Literature 
GrO'Irth and importance c£ clubs.-- Although many secondary school 
administrators still insist that too much time and extra effort is 
demanded of teachers and students in an extensive club program, evidence 
as pointed out by several educational authorities indicates that an 
extraordinary number of the junior high and high schools across the 
country have adopted by degrees a wide variety of club activities over 
the past few decades. Undoubtedly, there have been many instances 
where club activity has been overemphasized to the detriment of the 
regular curriculum, but a properly integrated relationship between the 
't>-ro seems to be the best solution to the problem. After all, this is 
an age of clubs. Our youth wi 11 inevitably band together after school 
hours in search of some common pastime , anyway, so why not assume the 
responsibility of providing an educational, enjoyable, and challenging 
program which will be satisfying enough to attract them? We, as adults, 
derive a great amount of pleasure from any one of a number of community 
organizations, provided they are purposeful, active, and growing. The 
next generation is no less eager for group activity than were we. 
Hence, we should consider it our duty and privilege to orga~ize and 
guide theminto profitable pastim&.s : of disciplinary, practical, 
appreciational, recreational, and social value. 
unexplored bywways in mathematics.-- Any journey would be pretty 
dry, dull, and frustrating if the traveler were forced to proceed along 
memorizing each of the various towns and cities en route, with no 
opportunity to explore the less evident hamlets and areas of fascination 
off the main stem. Traveling through the traditional secondary mathe-
mati cs currioulmn is no different, really. rts potential flavor is too 
often lost to the rigid confinement of the textbook and its wordy 
explanations, brief illustrations, exercises, and review questions and 
problems. Unless such supplementary activities as are available in a 
mathematics club are provided for and suggested to the students, it is 
no wonder that so few recall the secondary mathematics course with any 
fondness or enthusiasm at all. 
Origin and purpose of mathematics club work.-- Leading authorities 
in the field of educational club work offer the following as typical 
origins and evolving purposes of mathematics club organization: 
1. rt should be a vital part of the mathematics teacher's function 
to create a mathematical atmosphere which will prove inviting 
and challenging enough to foster greater interest and the desire 
for further exploration in the subject area among the students. 
2. With the ra.pi dly changing conditions in the teohnologi. cal phase 
of .American life, we are forced to give serious consideration 
to the worthy use of our school ohildrens' leisure time. 
3. The mathematics club can be a powerful means of capitalizing on 
the gregarious tendencies of our young adults. 
4. The above-average and gifted mathematics students can find great 
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satisfaction in a lively, challenging mathematics club program. 
5. An extra-curriculum progre.m can serve as a fine complement to 
tl'.e regula.r mathematics curriculum for motivating additional 
eagerness for knowledge and developing greater understandings. 
6. The mathematics club can serve as a valuable agent in promoting 
healthy attitudes, ideals, and appreciations concerned with the 
truths, beauties, and practical applications inherent i n the 
field of mathema.ti os. 
7. Ynformal lectures given by enthusiastic mathematics teachers on 
some particularly i nteresting phases i n the history and uses 
of mathematics oan incite a genuine desire in the students for 
organizing a mathematics club. 
Mechanics of club organization.-- The following are some techniques 
and mechanics of organizing a successful mathematics club as suggested 
by reliable authorities in the field: 
1. The ideas for originating and developing a mathematics club 
program should stem from the students themselves, and not from 
the teachers or administrators. 
2. The qualities of the truly funct ional sponsor i nclude a guiding 
hand, genuine friendliness and warmth, good judgment, a broad 
knowledge of the club matter, openmindedness for student-:i.deas. 
cooperativeness, and the dignity expected of his (or her) 
position; these should form the basis for selecting the club 
sponsor. 
3. An inventive club name should be agreed upon by the members early 
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in the period of organization. 
4. As many officers as the club program requires should be elected 
almost immediately by the club members; the duties, responsibili-
ties, and desirable qualities attached to each office should be 
reviewed carefully before selections are made. 
5. Committees should be formed only and always when there is a task 
that requires it. 
6. Agreeable arrangements should be made early in the club programming 
procedure as to how the activities are to be financed, with due 
consideration for the pocket-money status of the students. 
Suggested club activities.-- Numerous activities have been suggested 
by club-recreational authorities as workable, fun, and educational for 
mathematics students. Listed among the many aoti viti es whi oh have been 
tried and proven worthwhile are the following: 
1. Oral reports, lectures, and discussions, on famous historical 
problems in mathematics. 
2. Wathematical tricks, puzzles, games and fallacies. 
3. Short, formal, and dignified initiation ceremonies (provided they 
in no way could prove humiliating or embarrassing for the 
inductees) • 
4. Charades, contests, and debates. 
5. Holida.y and other occasional parties. 
6. Field trips, picnics, and outings. 
7. Projects, collections, and exhi.bits. 
8. Films, plays, and assembly programs. 
Possible outcomes of club work.-- For several years now, educational 
authorities across the country have expounded repeatedly on the many 
gratifying outcomes for which mathematics clubs have been responsible. 
More of these observations than not have been published by experienced 
mathematics club sponsors and school administrators who worked closely 
with the club participants. The more evident of these impressions may 
be summed up as follows: 
1. A mathematics club can arouse greater interest in mathematical 
literature. 
2. It can further develop the i magination along mathematical lines. 
3. It can cultivate and encourage development of the power of 
initiative and original work. 
4. It can be instrumental in raising the degree of academic 
achievement. 
5. It can develop the students' capacity to discuss, agree, and 
disagree in a truly democratic manner. 
6. Tt can foster cooperati~e spirit and good sportsmanship. 
7. It can develop ethical character and the abi.li ty to use leisure 
time more wisely. 
8. It can satisfy tm group interest and instinct and serve to train 
youths for loyal participation in t:J:e affairs of everyday life. 
9. It can lend a zestful flavor to the mathematics curriculum. 
10. It can make for better understanding of parliamentary law, the 
fulfillment of responsibility, the social graces, and poise in 
speaking. 
11. It can encourage warm, heal thy, and vital teacher-pupil 
relationships. 
12. It can educate tre individual in the art of doing things, besides 
irr:pa.rting factual and theoretical knowledge. 
13. rt can lend to more frequent recognition of the individual and 
possibly develop undiscoVered potentialities peculiar to the 
individual student. 
14. It can foster a greater amount of self-respect and self-confidence 
among its members. 
15. It can suggest educational hobbies and vocational opportunities. 
16. It can offer a chance for relaxation, pleasant occupation, 
healthy companionship, and experience in leadership. 
2. Summary of Survey Findings 
From a thorough analysis of 71 reports submitted by prinoi pals and/or 
mathematics teachers in the public secondary schools of the state of 
Massachusetts, tm following list of oompi led data has been established 
with regard to the place of the mathemati os club in the school program: 
---=-J-
Club programs in general.--
1. There are anywhere from one to three mathema.ti cs teachers 
assigned to every 250 secondary school students. 
2. There is greater likelihood that schools of under 750 enrollment 
have a. club program, the smallest schools of these being the 
most club-minded. 
3. Of the 49 per cent of schools which have no club program as such, 
almost half have no alternate program, and about one-fifth of 
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the remaining schools have a homeroom activity period. 
4. Almost half of the schools place no restriction on the number 
of clubs a student may join, while a third of the schools 
maintain a none club per student" limitation. 
5. OVer half of the schools place no limit on the length of club 
membership while another twenty-two per cent declare the duration 
of time in the school as sufficient for length of membership. 
6. In over eighty per oent of the schools, no credit toward 
graduation is given for olub participation. 
7. Only about one-third of the olub programs have been formally 
chartered by the school in which they function. 
8. Three"fourths of the school principals do not consider a guidance 
course should be required of any potential club sponsor. 
9. Acquiring capable and enthusiastic teacher-sponsors and lack of 
time constitute the chief problem in the administration of a 
·club program. 
10. Schools of 750 or over are most apt to include a mathematics 
club in their extra-curricular activity program. 
11. Only seven of the 71 schools investigated were able to report 
a mathemati os olub presently functioning .• 
Where there is no mathematics club.8-
l. A fraction less than three-fourths of those schools with no 
mathematics club now, never had a mathematics club. 
2. In approximately 62 per cent of the cases where there was no 
mathematics club, neither the administration nor the mathematics 
teachers evidenced any enthusiasm about organiaing one, while 
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the enthusiasm on the part of another tan or eleven per cent was 
doubtful. 
3. In over half of the schools there is a capable mathematics club 
sponsor available, even though there is no mathematics club 
organized at present. 
4. Almost 60 per cent of the schools which have no mathematics club 
novr, feel that such an organization would be of considerable -value 
to the students. 
5. Laok of interest among sponsors and club members, and low enroll-
ment, are the reasons most frequently given for drOpping the 
mathematics club program. 
6. The Science Club is most often the alternate club into which the 
mathematics students have been incorporated. 
7. Of the 38 per cent of schools which anticipate reorganizing a 
mathematics club in the future, almost half plan to put their 
as pi rations into action before June of 1957. 
I'Vhere there is a mathematics olub.--
1. Those mathematics olubs reported have been in existence anywhere 
from two to thirty-three years. 
2. In most instances, tmre is no limitation on the club enrollment 
though they vary considerably from four boys and one girl to 
100 boys and no girls. 
3. In the majority of oases, students volunteer for membership and 
in over half the cases, organization of the club originated with 
the students' popular request. 
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4. The methods of selecting the club sponsor l'll'ere almost equally 
distributed, ie. the mathematics teacher automatically assumed 
sponsorship, the sponsor was selected by the administration, or 
else a teacher volunteered for sponsorship because of special 
interest in the field. 
5. All of the clubs elect a president, and w~st elect a secretary 
and treasurer; these officers are generally elected by the 
members, and fulfilly conscientiously (for tre most part) the 
responsibilities entrusted them, for a one-year period only. 
6. Most of the mathematics clubs employ such promotion techniques 
as teacher-reco:amandations, announcement bulletins, displays of 
past club projects, and handbook advertising as a means of 
encouraging club enrollment. 
7. In only a small percentage of the clubs is the student's 
mathematics grade effected by his degree of participation in 
club work. 
8. A little more than half of the clubs meet once a month, while 
the remainder are split betvteen weekly and bi~veakly meetings; 
in any case, meetings are more often held after school than 
during the school session. 
9. In most cases, club members either pay regular dues or are 
required to take care of their own individual expenses • 
10. The vast majority of schools confessed that fevt, if any, 
mathematics teachers show any enthusiasm about a mathematics 
club; an enthusiastic spirit is far more prevalent among the 
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admini strati on, hovreva r. 
11. Attendance is taken at most of the clubs• meetings though a 
cut-system is almost never employed. 
12. None of the clubs is sue an offi oia 1 club pin and very few issue 
membership cards; inventive club names are rarely adopted but 
all the clubs submit a group picture annually to the yearbook 
staff. 
13. A program oonnni ttae ranks most popular of the standing comrni ttees 
which have been formulated; a social committee takes second 
place. 
14. Brain teasers and riddles, fallacies and games of chance, were 
favored among the many club activi·ties for their practical, 
disciplinary, appreoiational, recreational and social value. 
15. S'kits, debates, and contests ;vere popular for their recreational, 
social, and somewhat disciplinary value. 
16. Model COJ?.Structions, field trips, and excursions profited the 
club members in many practical, appreciational, and recreational 
respects. 
·J:7. Lectures and reports, group discussions and film-showings, were 
regarded of special practical, appreciational, and recreational 
value. 
18. Considered of great social value were the parent, exch~~ge, and 
other occasional club parties. 
19. There prevails a reasonable feeling of satisfaction among 
secondary school principals and mathematics teacher with regard 
to the :mathemati os club program as it now functions • 
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20. The chief benefits and weaknesses of the mathematics clubs 
discus sed here may be soanne d briefly on pages 71 and '72 • 
3. Conclusions 
Even thrugh the sample of secondary schools examined in this study 
represents only one-fourth of all the secondary schools of the state of 
Mas saohusetts ~ there is strong enough evidence to form a basis upon 
which soma conclusions may be drawn with regard to club opportunities, 
especially as concerns the ma.themati os club and its place in the total 
program. The more obvious trends warranting revision of soma sort include 
the following: 
1. In the first place, there are all too few teachers to adequately 
instruct our junior high and high school students in mathematics 
and all its important phases of practical and appreciational 
import. 
2. The majority of our secondary schools, the larger ones in 
particular, have made no real, functional provisions for 
extra-ourrl oular activities in the various areas of the students t 
individual needs and interests • 
3. There appears to be a great need for radical revision of club 
limitations. They are either so elastic as to spread the 
students' interests far and thin, or so rigid as to confine 
interest to one small, specialized area. 
4. Capable, qualified sponsors are rarely available and yet the 
idea of a supplementary course in guidance or the like is brushed 
aside as "a construotiTe suggestion but hardly necessary". 
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5. Club programs are more frequently adopted by smaller schools, 
yet the mathematics club is more frequently ignored in this 
same enrollment category. 
6. The vast majority of all the schools have indicated no attempts 
to organize a functional mathematics club, and furthermore, 
most of these schools' administrators and mathematics teachers 
profess little or no enthusiasm for sue? an undertaking. 
7.Strange as it may seem, more than half the non-mathematics club 
schools not only admit there is a qualified sponsor available, 
but also thai r feeling that such en organization would be of 
considerable value to the students. 
8. Once again, a lack of interest on the part of club sponsors is 
given as one of the chief reasons for dropping the mathematics 
club from the general program. 
9. The widely varied life spans of the mathematics clubs and their 
total enrollments indicate significant differences in degree 
of responsibility-sense, ambition, progressiveness, and 
wholehearted interest on the part of students, administrators, 
and faculty members alike. 
10. There is marked disagreement as to hOW' the club sponsor should 
be selected for the particular assignment, and just as marked 
agreement that club officers should be selected by majority 
vote of the members. 
11. Required membership dues and meetings scheduled for the late 
afternoons may well have served to discourage mathematics club 
membership. 
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12. The feeling of pride and "belonging" is almost never encouraged 
through such med:i ums as club pins, membership cards, and unique 
club names. 
13. There is only a slight indication of that committee-spirit 
which develops cooperative thinld.ng, planning, and the ability 
to arrive at decisions democratically. 
14. Little or no value was recognized in many such mathematical 
activities as magic squares and number rhymes; assembly programs, 
story-telling and mathematical museums; exhibits, research 
projects, collections and film-making; initiations and picnics 
or outings. ~fuile some of these may be considered time-wasting 
at best, and other some even harmful from an educational 
standpoint, there is certainly room for reconsideration as to 
the value of several of these activities. 
15. That the majority of reports expressed reasonable satisfaction 
with the mathematics olub as it presently functions, seems to 
indicate that a pretty general set of criteria must have been 
used by the evaluating agents. Had they been more conscious 
of ideal club conditions and the preferred techniques of 
organize.tion, perhaps more of these educators would admit less 
satisfaction and a greater resolve to improve upon the club 
program from every important aspect. 
There is much to be se.id.t too, in favor of the club-minded schools 
of Massachusetts as a whole. Many of the schools have made great strides 
in orgnr~zing a well-balanced club program with many advantages made 
available to the students. Length of club membership has not been lirni ted 
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for the most part, and many schools have attempted to satisfy the needs 
of the mathematics and soience students by incorporating them into a 
single science organization. Prudence has been exhibited in several 
instances where students are allowed to volunteer for membership in the 
clubs of their choosing. Over half the me.thema.tics clubs originated 
vnth the students' demand rather than the teachers' insistence -- a 
healthy foundation on which to build, indeed. In general, mathematics 
clubs have never been used as grade-qualifying instruments to attract 
the would-be "teacher's pets" and di soourage the less grade-minded or 
less intellectually capable. Admirable efforts have been expended to 
some extent to promote mathematics club enrollment by means of 
advertising techniques of various sorts. Regular attendance at club 
meetings has been encouraged. though no penalties for absence have 
been needlessly inflicted.. And most promising of all the findings is 
the fa.ot that so many schools without a. mathematics club up unti 1 now, 
are ma.ki.ng definite plans to initiate one in the vory near future. 
4. Recommendations for Further Study 
The findi ngs of this study not only reflect general attitudes about 
club work as a whole and its implications for the mathematics 
curriculum, but also suggest more particular opinions and trends w:hioh 
should be further investigated. 
There is a. real need for further, more detailed study on the 
teachers' and administrators' apathy with regard to the extra-curricular 
mathematics program. So many claim there are sponsors available. and 
that such a. program would certainly be valuable to the students, there 
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must be some other~ more obscure reasons comprising the root of the 
problem that ha.ve yet to be exposed and subjected to remedial crl ti cism. 
Or possibly, just plain disinterest on the part of the students 
renders a mathematics club little more than a waste of time and effort 
for the well-intentioned sponsor. A survey of student opinion, thereforet 
as to whether or not they are presently satisfied with the mathematics 
curriculum program as it is, and if not, why not, could help considerably 
to explain the causes behind the findings of this study. Had they ever 
thought; of organizing a mathematics club? Are they acquainted ·wi. th the 
functions of a mathematics club and the opportunities available to them 
therein? Have they ever thought of mathematics as being fun? 
recreational? adventurous? ro they know of any teacher who could and 
would cooperate with them in getting a mathematics club undervtay? These 
questions and others like them could well unveil the crux of the problem 
behind the prevalent apathy. 
Lack of time seems to be another predominant factor which has 
discouraged any thought of organizing an activity program to supplement 
the mathematics curriculum. Perhaps an inquiry blank whi oh would give 
both administrators and teachers an opportunity to list their in-school 
and out-of-school responsibilities with the amount of time required of 
each, would be of great service to this study. rt would be interesting 
to know whether there are too few teachers employed to handle much more 
than their share of responsibility, or whether there are too many 
teachers reluctant to give even a little of their spare time. 
It \'tould be well, also, to conduct just such a study as this in 
some other state~ or in some other section of the country. :rs the 
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general neglect of club work in mathematics pe~ultar to this state alone? 
the New England states? the Eastern seaboard? Or does such an attitude 
prevail aoross the country? Replies to these inquiries, and the "why's" 
of their replies, might shed a whole new light on the topic studied 
here, and evidently debated elsewhere. 
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.. 
D3a.r M , 
Belmont~ Mnssuchusetts 
Februury 2, 1955 
Are you interested in mnking your mathemnti cs curriculum more educnti onully 
valuuble, effective, and uttructive? Then perhups you will consent to helping with 
u survey which wi 11 tuke little of your time 4 
Under the direction of l'r. Henry W. Syer of Boston University,. I nm writing a 
thesis, tentutively entitled ~An Evuluuted Survey of the Mhthemntios Club Programs 
in the Secondury Schools of Mo.ssuchusetts 1\ in o.n effort to define more cleurly o. 
wo.y of promoting widespreud, genuine interest in muthemntics among secondary school 
students. 
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I will be very gruteful if you will fill in us much of the enclosed questionnaire 
us possible. This should to.ke upproximutely 25 or 30 minutes of your time. You may 
feel ussured thut uny reply you see fit to give will not be used in unywuy detri ... 
mento.l or emburo.ssing to you. If you wish a. copy of the results of this survey, 
you mny so indi cute in unswering item 50 of the questionnaire. 
It would be very helpful if I might have u reply within ten days. A self-
uddressed, stumped envelope has been enclosed for your convenience. 
I wish to thank you most sincerely for your valuable time so generously given, 
and the greo.t ussistunce you huve ufforded me in this survey. 
Very truly yours, 
(Miss) F. Gloriu Ford 
REPORT ON CLUB PROGRAM IN GENERAL AND MATHEMATICS CLUB IN PARTICULAR 
1. Nume of School City or Town 
----------------------------- -------------------
2. Number of mathematics teuchers? (Specify) men; 
---
women 
---
3. Enrollment in euch grude: (Specify) 7th; 8th; 
---
9th; 
---11th; 12th 
4. Do you huve a club progrum in your school? (Encircle) Yes 
If so, whut is total enrollment? (Specify) girls; 
No 
boys 
---
lOth; 
----
5. If answer to question 4 is 11No h•, do you huve any other progrum to repluoe the 
club program? (Encircle) Yes No 
If so, please specify progrum in brief: 
6. If nnswer to question 4 is "Yes", how mny clubs do you huve? (Check) 
0-5 ___ ; 6-15 ___ ; 16~25 __ ; 26 or more 
7. Is club membership for each student limited? (Please check item which applies) 
( ) One club · 
( ) Two clubs 
( ) One club in each mujor field 
( ) No limit 
( ) Other? (Specify) ------------------
2 
a. Is there any lirnito.tion 
( ) One semester 
9l 
on the length of membership in o. club? (Please check item) 
( ) One yeo.r 
( ) Two yeo.rs 
( )- D..tro.tion of membership in 
( ) No limit 
the school 
( ) other? (Specify) 
-------------------------------
9. Is credit for club work given towo.rd gro.duo.tion? (Encircle) 
10.: Are clubs formo.lly cho.rtered by the school? (Encircle) Yes 
Yes No 
No 
11. Do you think a guido.nce course o.t a local university should be required of poten-
tial club sponsors? (Enci role) Yes No 
12. Who.tis the chief problem in the administration of a club program, in your own 
opinion? (State briefly) 
---------------------------------------------------
13. Do you have a mathemati os club? (Enci role) Yes No 
Important note; If answer to the preceding question is "No" 1 please answer questions 
14 .. 20.. You may omit answering questions 21-49. If o.nswer to the preceding question 
is ttYesfl'f, please omi.t questions 14-20, and go on to answer questions 21-49. (You may 
wish to consult with your math club sponsor in o.nswering these latter questions.) 
If You Do Not Have a Mhth Club 
14. ntd you ever have a. :matnematio.s o1ub? (Enoirole) Yes No 
15. If o.nswer to question 14 is ~ttyes ~•, please check reasons tor dropping club from 
program. 
-( ) Low enrollment 
( ) Lack of interest among pupils in club 
( ) No instructor available to supervise club 
( ) Lack of interest on po.rt of club sponsor 
-( ) Insufficient finances 
( ) other reason? (Specify) -----------------------
16. Is the o.dministration enthusio.stio about orgo.nizing o. math club? 
(Encircle) Yes No Are the mo.th teachers? (Encircle) Yes No 
17. Is there an available sponsor for the club, who is capable of planning and con• 
ducting a math club program? (Encircle) Yes No 
18. Are the pupils, particularly interested in mathematics, incorporated into any 
other club which satisfies their interests? (Encircle) Yes - No 
If so, what club? (Specify) 
19. Do you feel a math club is valuable to your students? (Encircle) Yes No 
20. Do you anticipate ~rgo.nizing or ~eorganizing a math club in the future? 
(Enci:rcle) Yes No Ii' so, when? (Specify) 
3 B2 
If You Have a Math Club 
21. How long has your math club been in existence? (Specify) ___ years 
22. Is there any limitation on the mathematics club enrollment? (Please check item.) 
( ) 0-2 5 members 
( ) 25-50 members 
( ) 50-75 members 
( ) No limit 
( ) Other? (Specify) 
23. What is your present mathematics club enrollment? (Specify) boys; girls 
_,_... -
24. How do students become members of the mathematics club? (Please check item.) 
( ) Compulsory for all 
( ) Compulsory for those in college preparatory course 
( ) Students make own choice. 
( ) Guidance director assists student in selection. 
( ) Students with above-average grades in math are encouraged to joi rr·. 
( ) Other? (Specify) 
----------------------------------------------------
25. How did your mo.themati os club origin ate? (Please check item.) 
( ) By popular request of students interested in mathematics 
( ) Formally chartered by school administrators 
( ) Suggested by enthusiastic mathematics teacher 
( ) Branched off from science club 
( ) Other? (Spemfy) ----------------------------~------------
26. What is your method of selecting a club sponsor? (Please check item.) 
( ) Appointed by principal 
( ) Sponsor volunteers to direct club of special interest to him. 
( ) Sponsor is elected by club members. 
( ) Responsibility devolves upon sponsor because of his teaching position 
( ) Other? -----------------------------------------------------
27. What offices are held in your mathematics club? (Please check items.) 
( ) President · 
( ) Vice-President 
( ) Secretary 
( ) Treasurer 
( ) Others? 
------------------------------------------------------------
28. Are your offi cars entrusted with much responsibility? (Encircle) Yes No 
If so~ do the officers take the responsibilitiew entrusted them? 
(Enci role) Yes No 
29. How are officers chosen? (Please check item.) 
( ) Sponsor selects them. 
( ) Members of the club elect them. 
( ) Grades in mathematics automatically determine the officers. 
( ) Other? (Specify)---------------------------
30. How long is ea.oh office held? (Please check item. ) 
( ) One semester 
( ) One year 
( ) Two years 
( ) As long as the offi oer is a club member 
( ) other? 
31. How often do officers confer with club sponsor? (Please check item) 
( ) At every meeting 
( ) Once a week 
( ) Once a. month 
( ) Whenever necessary 
( ) other? (Specify) 
32. Who generally conducts the mo.th club meetings? (Please check item.) 
( ) Pre si dent 
( ) Sponsor 
( ) President and sponsor alternately 
( ) Off'i cers take turns 
( ) other? (Specify) 
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· 33. What techniques are used in promoting mo.th club enrollment? (Please check items.) 
( ) Poste r advertising 
( ) Homeroom teachers' recommendation 
( ) Mathematics teachers' recomnendution 
( ) Bulletins, announcing plans for coming year, are circulated. 
( ) Exhibits of past mo.th projects are displayed us samples of club work. 
( ) other? 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
34. Does degree of participation in the mathematics club affect a student's grade 
in mathematics? (Encircle) Yes No 
35. On the average, how often are your math club meetings? (Please check item.) 
( ) Weekly ( ) Monthly 
( ) Every two weeks ( ) Every two months 
36. Are meetings held during the school day? (Encircle) Yes No Sometimes 
37. At what hour of day are meetings held? (Please check item.) 
( ) Between 9:00AM and noon ( ) Between 3:00PM and 6:00PM 
( ) Between noon and 3:00 PM ( ) Evenings 
38. How is your math club fino.nced? (Please check item.) 
( ) Regular dues from me mbers 
( ) .Assessments on memb9J•s whenever money is needed 
( ) Proceeds from cl u.b enterprises 
( ) Volunta ry contri bu+.;i ons from club members 
( ) General fund for all extracurriculo.r activities 
( ) other? 
39. Are the mathematics teachers enthusio.stio about your math club? (Check) 
Yes; Somewho.t; No 
s S4 
4q. Is the administration pleased with the results of your mnthemntics club? (Check) 
· Yes; Somewhat J No 
- -
41. Do you take attendance nt you mnth club meetings? (Encircle) Yes 
42. ~ you have a nout systemn? (Encircle) Yes No 
43. 1'Jo you have a club pin? (Enci role) Yes No - A membership card? 
44. What is the name of your math club? (Specify) 
45. Do you have a math club picture in the school yearbook? (Encircle) 
46 • What comni ttees have been formed in your club? (Please check i tams •) 
( ) Program Committee 
( ) Social Committee 
( ) Publicity Committee 
( ) Membership Commi. ttee 
No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
( ) Others? (Specify)------------------------
47. Please cheek the following list of olub activities and the values derived therein. 
I,. 
I r. 
Dlrections: Encircle theY (Yes) or N (No) in columns (2) nnd (3) to answer the 
questions heading those columns. Even if you have no-t done the ncti vi ty, please 
indicate in column (3) whether you think it would be worthwhile doing. Of the 
five values given in column (4), ohaok those most probably derived from the activ-
ity considered. The writer defines. the vnlues ns follows: 
Practical -applicable to some useful end in the nenr future. 
Disciplinary- of n trnining nature which corrects, molds, strengthens, or per-
fa ots the powers of reason for a. more logical, systemnti o wo.y of thinking. 
Appreoio.tiono.l - promoting nn awareness of the full wo~t~ of concepts and reo.lia.. 
Recreo.ti onnl - refreshing to strength o.nd spirit o.fte ·r toi 1. 
Social- contributing to poise, confidence, and more nffo.ble relationships. 
! Have I 
Value terived from Activity 
you Is it Prac-j nt sci -1 Appre- Reo- 1 So-Club Aoti vi ty I worth-I done tic• 1 plin- ! o~a- reo.- j cial it? while? I ! ! nl ; ary Jtional tiona.l 1 (1) (?) {3) (4) 
Fuzz lea and Go.mes: I 
· ~ 
·'· 
O.o Brain teasers nnd riddles y N y N • • • • 0 0 • • • • • • • • • 
(Inventing or solving) I 
b. Magic squares • • • • • • y N y N • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • . • (Solving) 
I I. a. Fnllaoie3 • • • • • • • • y N y N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (Inventing or solving) 
d. Gnmelt' of oho.nee • • . • • I y N y N • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • . I· • . (Inventing or playing) e. Number rhymes • • • • • • I y N y N • • • • • • • •· • • • • • • • • • 
Entertainment: I I 
a. MUthematical skits. • • • I y N y N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (Writing or dramatizing) 
' 
.j. b. Assembly programs , • • • \ y N y N • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • (Plo.nning or taking po.rt) i j i I I I ~ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Cheek List continued -
i LOne Worth- , Value Ieri ved from Acti v:tty Club Activity i it? while? Prao~ i! a c •I Appre c .j Reo rea. 1 Soo, 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
o. Stories •••••••• j y N y N • • • • • • . ;. • • • • • • • . • • ·-(Writing or telling) , 
d. t'Hall of Math" (museum y N y N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( eontri buting to) . I. r e, ~bates o.nd Contests ·I y N y N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
i 
I II. 1'rojeots: I 
a. Exhibits • y N y N I 
i 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • . ~ . fi • • • • • • • ~ • 
b. Research projects. • • y N y N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
o. Model oonstructicims. • y N y N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • 
I 
d. Field trips; exoursiom y N y N • • • • • • • • • 
-
• • • • .I • .. I . • • 
i 
e. Colle oti ons. • • • • 0 y N ! y N • • ~ , . • • • • • • • • • • .I .· r ... . 
i I 
f. Film or slide -mo.ki ng y N I y N i • I • • , • • • ' I . • • • • • • • • .. .. I 
IV. Academic Activities: 1 I 
a. Lectures and reports • y N ! y N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ., . • • (Giving or listening) i I b., rf. ~ ous si ons. • . ., , 
" 
y N I y N • 
" 
0 i 0 • • • • •. .. • • • • •i • • • 
c. Watching films or slide y N y N • • • • . , ~ • . • • • • • .I • • • 
v. Social Functions: 
a, Initiations. • • • • • y N y N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
b. Parties. • • • • • • • y N y N • • • • • • • .. .. . .. .,. • • • • • • (parent, exoho.nge, etc' I 
o. Pi oni OS or outings • • y N , y N • • • i. • • • ! • • • .. . • • ... • • I i 
' 
I ! 
48. What is your general evaluation of the present math club program?(Cheok items.) 
( ) Satisfied with present program 
( ) Uncertain as to value of the club 
( ) !1ssatisfied with the present program 
( ) Favor complete merging of program with regular mathematics curriculum· 
( ) Favor complete merging of club with another science club 
( ) Favor complete abolishment of mathematics club 
49. Chief benefits derived from mathematics 
club: (State briefly) 
Chief weaknesses of mathemo.tios olub: 
(State briefly) 
50. Jo you wish a copy of the results of this report? (Encircle) Yes No 
• 
.. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
